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ABSTRACT

Supplement 33 to the Safety Evaluation Report for the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company's Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2 (Docket Nos. 50-275
and 50-323) has been prepared jointly by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion and the Region V Office of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
supplement reports on the status of the staff s investigation, inspection, and
evaluation of allegations and concerns that have been identified to the NRC

through March 1986. The report includes a complete listing of all allega-
tions and concerns, indicating the status of their resolution. The NRC staff
concludes that the technical issues raised in the allegations with regard to
the design, construction, and safe operation of Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2

have been satisfactorily resolved and no further action is required.
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1. 0 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

l. 1 SSER-33 Sco e Content and Availabilit

The staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the NRC, the staff) issued
on October 16, 1974 its Safety Evaluation Report (SER) in matters of the appli-
cation by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PGLE) to operate the Diablo Can-
yon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2 (Diablo Canyon, the plant). The SER has
since been supplemented by Supplement 1 (SSER-1) through Supplement 32 (SSER-32).
This report is SSER-33. It provides the staff final evaluation and resolution
of concerns and allegations that were identified to the staff from early 1983
through March 1986.

Section 1 of this report provides background and introductory informaton on the
recent NRC licensing actions for Unit 1 and Unit 2 of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant. Section 2 describes various approaches used by the staff for the
resolution of allegations and the current status of the staff evaluation. The
staff conclusions are summarized in Section 3. Detailed information on the
staff review and evaluation is contained in the Appendices. Appendix A contains
staff assessments and positions for individual allegations. Appendix B includes
Region V Inspection Reports, totally or in part, for those allegations that were
resolved as a result of an inspection. Appendix C contains minutes of Allega-
tion Board Meetings (ABM) for those allegations that were resolved by such meet-
ings. Appendix D includes other reports and documents frequently referred to
in SSER-33. All of the reports and documents included in Appendices A, B, and
C have previously been issued and are available for inspection at the NRC Public
Document Room in Washington, D.C. and at the NRC Local Public Document Room in
San Luis Obispo. They have been included in SSER-33 to provide in one document
all the elements of the staff evaluation. Appendix E provides the complete list
of allegations, status, documentation of resolution and Unit 2 applicability.

This report was prepared jointly by the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion in Washington, D. C. and the NRC Region V Office in Walnut Creek, Cali-
fornia. The NRC Licensing Project Manager for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant is Mr. Hans Schierling, Division of PWR Licensing-A, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.
Mr. Schierling can be reached at (301) 492-8856. Copies of this report are
available for public inspection at the NRC Public Document Room (PDR) at
1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., (202) 634-3273, and at the NRC Local PDR

for the Diablo Canyon Plant at the California Polytechnic State Unviversity,
Documents and Maps Department, San Luis Obispo, California 93407. The avail-
ability of all material cited is described on the inside front of this report.

1.2 Recent Licensin Actions

The identification of allegations regarding the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant and the NRC effort to resolve the allegations was directly associated
with and took place during the latter part of the licensing of Diablo Canyon
Unit 1 and Unit 2 from 1981 through 1985. The various NRC licensing actions as
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described below were based on staff evaluations documented in SSER-16 through
SSER-32, as listed in Table 1. 1.

On September 22, 1981 the NRC issued a low-power license for Unit 1 (i.e., for
fuel loading, criticality, and operation up to five percent of the rated power
level). As a result of a design error, identified by PGEE to the NRC in Septem-
ber 1981, the Unit 1 low-power license was suspended, pending the completion of
an Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP), which subsequently was initi-
ated by PG8E, approved by the NRC and essentially completed by the end of 1983.
Design quality assurance (DgA) was a major element of the IDVP and was the sub-
ject of hearings by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal'Board (ASLAB) in
late-1983. The low-power license was partially reinstated for fuel loading and
hot functional tes'ting on November 8, 1983, based on staff evaluations in
SSER-18 and SSER-19. It w'as fully reinstated on April 13, 1984 based on further
staff evaluations of IDVP matters in SSER-20 and of allegations in SSER-16, 17,
21 and 22 that had been identified to the staff prior to mid-Narch 1984. As a
result of allegations related to the analysis design and installation of piping
and pipe supports for Unit 1, a license condition was included in the reinstated
low-power license requiring PGRE to verify the safety adequacy. On August 10,
1984 the Commission authorized issuance of the Unit 1 full-power license. The
Commission's decision was based on the staff evaluation of certain fire protec-
tion matters as discussed in SSER-23, of outstanding IDVP issues is discussed
in SSER-24, of the piping and pipe support aspects identified in the reinstated
low-power license and as discussed in SSER-25, of allegations received prior to
July 1984 as documented in SSER-26, and of numerous other issues pertaining to
the Unit 1 full-power operation as discussed in SSER-27. The Unit 1 full-power
license was issued on November 2, 1984.

Mhile the licensing process for Unit 1 was ongoing in 1983 and 1984, PG&E also
performed the necessary evaluations, analyses, appropriate design changes, and
plant modifications for Unit 2. The staff evaluated these Unit 2 efforts re-
garding (1) the design verification that had resulted from the Unit 1 IDVP
findings, as discussed in SSER-29, (2) the piping and pipe supports concerns
that had been raised on Unit 1 and had resulted in the Unit 1 low-power license
condition, as discussed in SSER-30, and (3) the resolution of a variety of
Unit 2 low-power operating licensing matters as discussed in SSER-31. Based on
these evaluations the Unit 2 low-power license was issued on April 26, 1985.

The staff evaluation regarding Unit 2 full-power operation, including resolu-
tion of allegations as necessary was documented in SSER-32 in July of 1985 and
the Commission issued the full-power license in August 1985.
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TABLE 1.1

Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2

Safety Evaluation Report Supplements (SSER's)
Issued in 1983-1985 Regarding NRC Licensing Actions

SSER-16 (August 1983):

SSER-17 (February 1984):

Allegations and Concerns on Component Cool-
ing Mater (CCM) System

Breakwater; Allegations on "Superstrut" Type
Supports

SSER" 18

SSER-19

(August 1983):

(October 1983):

IDVP Evaluation

IDVP Evaluation: Resolution of Issues Re-
garding Fuel Loading of Unit 1

SSER-20 (December 1983):

SSER-21 (December 1983):

SSER-22 (Mar ch 1984):

SSER-23 (June 1984):

SSER-24 (July 1984):

SSER-25 (July 1984):

SSER-26 (July 1984):

SSER-27 (July 1984):

IDVP Evaluation: Resolution of Issues Re-

garding Criticality and Low-Power Operation
of Unit 1

Allegations Received as of Mid-December
1983: Resolution Regarding Fuel Loading
of Unit 1; (Staff Evaluation of Sensitive
Allegation Information contained in
Report for NRC Internal Use Only)

Allegations Received as of Early-March
1984: Resolution Regarding Criticality
and Low-Power Operation; Detailed Informa-
tion on NRC Diablo Canyon Allegation
Management Program (DCAMP); (Staff Eval-
uation of Sensitive Allegation Informa-
tion contained in Report for NRC Internal
Use Only)

Fire Protection: Evaluation Regarding
Full-Power Operation

IDVP Evaluation: Resolution of Issues
Regarding Unit 1 Full-Power Operation

Piping and Pipe Supports: Evaluation
Regarding Unit 1 Full-Power Operation,
Including Related Allegations

Allegations Received as of Early-July
1984: Resolution Regarding Unit 1 Full-
Power Operation

Resolution of Issues Regarding Unit 1
Full-Power Operation
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SSER-28 (April 1985):

SSER-29 (March 1985):

SSER-30 (Apri 1 1985):

SSER-31 (April 1985):

SSER-32 (July 1985):

SSER-33 (April 1986):

Allegations Received as of Early-March
1985: Resolution of Allegations Regarding
Full-Power Operation of Units 1 and 2

IDVP Evaluation: Resolution of Issues
Regarding Unit 2; Other Matters Regarding
Unit 2

Piping and Pipe Supports: Evaluation Re-
garding Unit 2, Including Related Allega-
tions

Evaluation of Issues Regarding Unit 2 Fuel
Loading, Criticality and Low-Power Operation

Evaluation of Issues Regarding Unit 2 Full-
Power Operation, Including Overall Status
of Allegation Review.

Allegations: Final Evaluation Regarding
Units 1 and 2
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2 STATUS AND SUMMARY OF STAFF EVALUATION OF ALLEGATIONS

2.1 Staff Review and Evaluation Process

During the latter part of the Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP)
for Diablo Canyon Unit 1, the Commission received allegations from a variety
of sources concerning the design, construction, and operation of the facility
and the PG&E management of these activities. The first allegations were re-
ceived in early-1983 from an individual who raised concerns regarding the de-
sign and operation of the component cooling water (CCM) system for the Diablo
Canyon Plant. The staff initiated a detailed review and evaluation which sub-
sequently led to a revision of the Technical Specifications regarding the tem-
perature limits for the cooling water from the Pacific Ocean which is used as
the ultimate heat sink. The evaluation is reported in SSER-16. The specific
allegations were also i,ncluded in the Allegation Tracking System (ATS) and the
Region V allegation listing (Appendix E).

In late 1983 numerous allegations were received from individuals, predominantly
current and former employees of PG&E, Bechtel and their contractors, primarily
regarding the design adequacy of small bore piping,and pipe supports. While
these allegations were also entered into the Region V allegation listing (Appen-
dix E), the staff in'itiated in late 1983 an inspection and evaluation effort
which included audits of records and calculation packages at the PG&E/Bechtel
Offices in San Francisco, documentation and hardware inspections at the Diablo
Canyon site, and me'etings with PG&E. As a result, the NRC staff verified some
of the concerns and identified additional ones on small and large bore piping
and supports regarding the adequacy of PG&E/Bechtel corrective action, training
of site personnel performing the calculations, quality assurance requirements
and controls, and adequacy of samples selected to verify the design. A special
NRC Review Group, formed in late-March 1984, concluded that none of the issues
should preclude low-power operation of Diablo Canyon Unit 1. The group recom-
mended that certain technical issues should further be evaluated. Seven speci-
fications were included as a license condition in the reinstated Unit 1 low-
power license.

The results of the staff evaluation of the PG&E effort are presented in SSER-25
regarding Unit 1, SSER-30 regarding Unit 2, and in a Board Notification (Appen-
dix C) regarding programmatic aspects.

As a result of the growing number of allegations in late-1983 the Commission
also requested that a status report on the staff's investigation, inspection,
and evaluation be issued before the Commission reached its decisions regarding
the authorization of criticality and low-power operation for Unit 1. To ensure
that the responses to all allegations concerning the facility were both adequate
and coordinated, the staff developed the Diablo Canyon Allegation Management
Program (DCAMP). This program was designed, among other things, to recognize
that the resolution of these allegations would involve personnel from a number
of NRC Offices and Regions. The DCAMP was established in a document dated No-
vember 23, 1983, which was transmitted to the'ommission on November 29, 1983,
by the Executive Director of Operations.
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The scope, methodology, and implementation of DCAMP were previously discussed in
detail in SSERs 21, 22, 26, ayd 28. It provides for a systematic examination
and analysis of allegations and expressions of concern pertaining to the design,
construction, operation, and management of safety-related structures, systems,
and components at the Diablo Canyon plant. It provides for procedures to main-
tain confidentiality where requested, confirmation with an alleger where appro-
priate, and appropriate and preliminary assessments of the significance of
allegations and their programmatic implications before the Commission considers
specific licensing actions. The resolution of allegations may involve site in-
spections, technical reviews, interviews with site personnel, and public techni-
cal meetings.

In SSER-22 the staff established the criteria which were applied throughout 'the
licensing process of Unit 1 and Unit 2 to assess the safety significance of the
allegations in order to determine which allegations or concerns required resolu-
tion prior to authorization of s'pecific plant operational modes (e. g., critical-
ity, low-power and full-power operation). The approach in evaluating each alle-
gation has'been to determine whether'it represents significant new information
that suggests that some safety-related structure, system, or component necessary
for safe operation would not perform its,safety function, or whether it identi-
fies such weaknesses in the PG8E management or quality assurance program that
plant safety is called into serious question.

Accordingly, the following reports as listed in Table l. 1 were issued for the
licensing of Units 1 and 2: SSER-21 regarding Unit 1 fuel loading, SSER-22 re-
garding Unit 1 criticality and low-power operation, SSER-25 and SSER-26 regard-
ing Unit 1 full-power operation, and SSER-28 and SSER-30 regarding Unit 2 low-
and full-power operation, respectively.

The documentation of the staff evaluation of each specific allegation is identi-
fied in Appendix E, including references to earlier allegation SSERs. For the
majority of'llegations the staff documented its resolution as individual alle-
gation evaluations in this report (Appendix A) and previous reports. The NRC
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) applied this approach to all alle-
gations within its scope. The NRC Region V Office evaluated and resolved
numerous allegations on the basis of inspections. These were documented in
Inspection Reports that already have been issued and appropriate parts have
been included in this report (Appendix B) ~ For a number of allegations the
Region V Office requested PG8E to address the concerns. The responses were
reviewed by the staff at Allegation Board Meetings (ABM) and the resolutions
were documented in the minutes of such meetings (Appendix C).

Allegations involving a concern of potential willful or intentional wrongdoing
and/or intimidation of an individual were evaluated and investigated by the NRC
Office of Investigations (OI), Region V Field Office. These allegations are
included in the listing of Appendix E. Their status of resolution was peri-
odically reviewed at Allegation Board Meetings. Because of the sensitive na-
ture of these allegations the specifics of the concerns have been listed as
"sensitive" in Appendix E. The r'esults of the OI investigations and/or reports
of inquiry were reviewed at ABMs. In cases'ot involving any safeguards matter,
a synopsis of the investigation was issued and placed in the Public Document
Room (PDR), similar to an inspection report. Inquiries are cases in which OI
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garners available information but, based on a review of that information, de-
termines that the matter does not warrant any further investigation unless
specifically requested by the Region, based on the ABM evaluation of the merits
of the case. The minutes of all ABMs were placed in the PDR ~ The inquiry
report and documentation are witheld from the PDR since it contains sensitive
information, including the identity of the alleger.

Allegations which relate to potential improper actions by the NRC staff were
reviewed in Allegation Board Meetings and then referred to the NRC Office of
Inspector and Auditor (OIA) for investigation and resolution as appropriate.
Such transfer to OIA closes the allegation with respect to the safety signifi-
cance to the plant as reported in Appendix E of this report.

2.2 Status of Alle ation Review

SSER-28 was the last report regarding the staff evaluation of allegations. It
was issued in April 1985, specifically in support of the Unit 2 low-power
licensing. The report addressed the 1665 individual allegations or concerns
that had been identified to the NRC as of March 1, 1985. The resolution status
of these 1665 allegations was as follows (SSER-28, Appendix A, Attachment 1):

Region V

NRR

Resolved

996

138

~0en

68

264"

Total

1064

402

OI

OIA

Total

13

0

1147

185

1

518

198

1

1665

"230 of the 264 allegations were resolved for Unit 1 in SSER-28,
but the Unit 2 applicability code had not been identified.

In SSER-28 the staff had determined that its efforts regarding the 1665 allega-
tions was sufficiently complete to conclude that none of the allegations, either
individually or collectively, indicated a problem of such magnitude that should
preclude the continued operation of Unit 1 at full-power or the full-power
licensing of Unit 2. The staff further stated that it was continuing its in-
vestigation, inspection and evaluation of the allegations not yet completely
resolved.

As stated .in SSER-28, Section 4, the Government Accountability Project (GAP)
submitted by letter dated March 14, 1985 an additional amendment to a previous
petition submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206. The letter included affidavits
which identified 51 further allegations not previously included in the 1665
allegations. As stated in SSER-32, the staff completed a screening review of
the additional allegations and determined that none of them was of such safety
significance as to preclude continued full-power operation of Unit 1 or issuance
of a full-power license for Unit 2.
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On July 15, 1985 the Office of Investigations (OI), Field Office-Region V, re-
ceived additional documents from GAP. These documents were also provided on
July 18, 1985 to the Regional Administrator, Region V, for review and appro-
priate action. As documented in the minutes of the Allegation Review Board on
August 6, 1985 (Appendix C) the Board reviewed the documents in accordance with
the criteria presented in SSER-22 and determined, the documents contained, four
(4) additional allegations that had not been previously addressed. These alle-
gations were entered into the allegation file system (Appendix E). Additionally
in accordance with the Commission's Statement of Policy (50 FR 11030), the staff
completed a screening review and determined none of these allegations were s'ig-
nificant enough to preclude continued full-power operation of Unit 1 or full-
power licensing of Unit 2.

During a review of earlier allegation submittals the staff determined that
three (3) allegations had not been appropriately identified. These wer e sub-
sequently included in the allegation file system. Finally, five (5) concerns
were raised by individuals after issuance of SSER-28.

*

They also have been in-
cluded.

In summary, at total of 1728 allegations were identified to the staff as of
March 1986 as follows:

1665 listed in SSER-28 of April 1985
51 in GAP submittal of March 14, 1985

4 from GAP on July 15, 1985
3 previously unidentified
5 from individuals after SSER-28 issuance

1728 total

(Note: Appendix E lists 1726 allegations in numerical order; Allegations 6A
and 61A are additional allegations.)

Seven allegations were identified in an Allegation Board Meeting on January 7,
1986, as relating to potential improper action by the NRC staff. These allega-
tions were referred to the Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) and, on that
basis, are considered closed with respect to the safety of the plant as reported
here. Five of these allegations already had been included in an OIA audit of the
Diablo Canyon Allegation Management Program (DCAMP) which was conducted in 1985.
The results of this audit were reported by OIA in an NRC internal management
document to the Commission, dated March 25, 1986.

Ten allegations that relate to potential willful wrongdoing and/or intimidation
of individuals were included in three cases that are still under investigation
by the Office of Investigation (OI), Region V Field Office. Although the
technical aspects of these ten allegations have been evaluated by the staff
and are considered resolved, these allegations, in accordance with the DCAMP

procedures, cannot be considered closed. Thus, final resolution will be dqcu-
mented in separate future OI reports for each of the three cases.

Throughout the course of its evaluation of allegations the staff performed site
inspections, interviews with site and office personnel, meetings with the licen-
see and audits of records; the staff requested additional information from the
licensee and the licensee took appropriate actions when required. As a result,
the staff identified in its evaluation of individual allegations in earlier
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reports that certain specific further action was required by the licensee or
the staff to resolve the concern raised in the allegation. All these actions
have now been completed and no further action is required as indicated in the
individual assessments for allegations in Appendix A (i.e., "Action Required:
None."). The staff has completed its technical review and evaluation of all
1728 allegations and has determined that no further action is required regard-
ing the safety of the plant.
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3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) As of March 1986, a total of 1728 allegations or concerns were identi-
fied to the NRC regarding the design, construction, operation, and manage-
ment of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

(2) Upon receipt each allegation was reviewed, using'he priority resolution
criteria pr esented in SSER-22 to determine if any immediate NRC action was

required and a priority resolution was assigned.

(3) All allegations were reviewed with respect to Unit 1 and Unit 2, regard-
less of their stated specificity to either unit.

(4) Throughout the licensing process for Unit' and Unit 2 from 1983 through
1985 all allegations were reviewed and evaluated prior to a specific
licensing action in sufficient detail to conclude that none of the alle-
gations, either individually or collectively, indicated a problem of such
magnitude that should preclude the specific licensing action under consi-
deration.

(5) As of April 1986 all 1728 allegations have been reviewed, evaluated, and
resolved regarding their safety significance to the plant. In accordance
with the DCAMP procedures 1718 allegations have been fully resolved,
including those allegations that were referred to OIA because of potential
improper action by'he, NRC staff. Ten allegations continue to be the
subject of still ongoing OI investigations; their final solution will be
documented in separate future OI reports.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 12

ATS No.: NRR-83-04

Characterization

.The high energy line break (HELB) assessment did not meet the FSAR or RG 1.46
requirements.

This allegation was previously addressed in SSER-21 and SSER-22.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

i Safety related piping inside containment may not be properly designed to with-
stand jet impingement load from postulated pipe ruptures.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See at Allegation 12 in SSER-21.

Staff Position

In SSER-21 of December 1983 the staff stated that upon completion of the then
ongoing jet impingement evaluation PG8E would submit a report to the staff
identifying those targets for which additional protection would be required to
meet current staff criteria. If modifications to achieve substantial addi-
tional protection were found to be necessary these modifications would be re-
quired before start-up after the first refueling. This staff position was re-
affirmed in SSER-22 of March 1984.

The issue of protection against jet impingement was identified by the staff as
a result of the Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP) as addressed in
SSER-18 and SSER-20. PG8E provided its analysis in a letter dated February 4,
1984 (DCL-84-041). In addition, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
identified this matter in its decision of March 20, 1984 (ALAB-763). The PG&E

response was provided in a letter of April 9, 1984 (DCL-84-137). The staff
evaluation of this issue was provided in SSER-24 of July 1984 at "Open Item 29".
The staff concluded that the information submitted by PGKE is acceptable.
This concern is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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TASK: Allegation or Concern No. 100

ATS NO: RV-83-A-0069

Characterization

No quality control program for painting inside containment, potential impact
on performance of safety systems. This allegation also includes concerns ex-
pressed in Allegations 638 through 645. Allegation 100 was previously addressed
in SSER-21, SSER-'22 and SSER-26.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Unqualified coatings and qualified protective coatings which have been improperly
applied, i.e., relative to applicable regulations and standards, or without a
required quality assurance program can produce peeling, flaking, or chalking of
portions of the coating under design basis accident (DBA) conditions. The re-
sultant debris to the containment sump may affect the performance of safety
systems, such as the containment spray or emergency 'core cooling system. These
concerns were restated in Allegations 638 through 645 as, contained in a GAP
petition under 10 CFR 2.206 of March 1, 1984, (items 203 through 210).

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In SSER-26 (July 1984) the staff resolved the issue of Allegation 100 concerning
unqualified paints inside containment. The staff reported that it was acceptable
for the plant to operate with the potential of 3 cubic feet of solid debris
generated from unqualified paints inside containment under DBA conditions.
However, in a letter of February 9, 1985 (DCL-85-058) PG&E revised the potential

'ebrissource term upward. Based on the new information, the staff calculated
that the paints inside containment could generate 28.2 cubic feet for Unit 1
and 29.1 cubic feet of debris for Unit 2.

Staff Position

The NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP), Section 6.6.2, Rev. 1 (December 1978) accep-
tance criterion II.2.C permits non-qualified coatings if it can be justified
that the debris generated from unqualifie'd coatings will not adversely affect
the performance of post-accident fluid systems.

The staff calculated the amount of .debris that could be generated as a result
of a design basis accident. As stated in PG&B letter of February 9 and April 25,
1985 (DCL-85-058 and DCL-85-166) PG&E analyzed the effects of this debris on
containment recirculation sump performance. PG&E conservatively assumed that
all paint debris is transported to the sump screen and is deposited on the
screen at a 45'ngle from the base. This results in a remaining unblocked
screen area of 90 ft~, which is more than 12 times the area needed to support
the 'required RHR flow rates during the reci.rculation phase of a LOCA. Based on
its evaluation, the staff finds that the coating generated under DBA conditions
will not impair post-accident fluid systems performance. As stated in the
April 25,1985 letter and in'a letter of May 10 1985 (DCL-85-182), PG&E performed
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additional confirmatory evaluations to support the conclusions. Furthermore,
PG5E committed (letter DCL-85-108, dated Harch 13, 1985) to implement a contain-
ment coatings surveillance program, which provides additional assurance that
deteriorating paint will be identified early and remedial action taken.

Based on its evaluation, the staff has determined there is reasonable assurance
that debris generated by the failure of unqualified coatings inside of contain-
ment under design basis accidents will not adversely affect the performance of
post-accident fluid systems. Therefore, the staff concludes that the unqualified
coatings will not endanger the health and safety of the public and the issue is
resolved .

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 147

ATS No.: RV-84-A-0015

Characterization

Cable trays and conduits of independent and redundant trains were installed on

common race way supports. The allegation was previously addressed in SSER-22.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

See at Allegation 147 in SSER-22.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See at Allegation 147 in SSER-22.

Staff Position

The staff determined in SSER-22 that the installation of mutually redundant
Class 1E circuits on the same Class 1 supports in the cable spreading room was

a deviation from the PG8E commitment that such trains would not be installed in
this manner (FSAR Section 8.3. 1). Regulatory Guide 1.29 is the staff position
regarding the need for seismically qualified supports. The guide does not in-
clude a requirement for independent supports for independent trains. In the
FSAR Update of September 1984 PGKE revised its design approach and identified
the cable spreading room under the control room and elevation 100 feet in the
fuel handling building as areas where redundant trains are installed on the
same seismically qualified supports. The staff has reviewed the information
and finds the design and installation acceptable in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.29.

In addition, as a result of its review efforts regarding the Independent Design
Verification Program (IDVP) for Unit 1 in 1982 and 1983 the staff had identi-
fied a concern regarding the seismic qualification of cable trays and the
effects of potential interactions between cable trays and their supports
(SSER-18, August 1983). The final staff evaluation of this matter is addressed
in SSER-29 (March 1985). The cable trays were qualified generically for the
DDE and Hosgri event. Where the cable trays could not be qualified generically
the as-built conditions were analyzed. The supports were evaluated by two
sep'arate analyses, one considered the support itself, the other considered a

coupled system. The staff found the approach acceptable for Unit 1. PGLE

applied the same approach for the Unit 2 cable tray evaluation.

The staff has evaluated the concern expressed in Allegation 147. Based on its
earlier evaluation in SSER-22, the revision in the FSAR, and the staff evalua-
tion regarding the seismic qualification of supports in SSER-29, the staff con-

cludes the allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 152

ATS No: RV-84-A017

Characterization

Concerns with installation of P 1331 conduit clamps. Three specific concerns
were identified: I) P 1331 inner bolts cannot be torqued to the specified
torque; 2) the torque relaxes after several days; and 3) the torque values
specified are excessive.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

Improper installation of P 1331 conduit clamps might result in raceway
supports being incapable of performing their intended functions.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As documented in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-08 and 50-323/85-09
(Appendix B to this.SSER), the staff verified that, prior to this allegation,
the licensee had identified electrical raceway supports that were not torqued
to values required for seismic design conditions. The licensee subsequently
issued 1625 torque modification packages for Unit 2 raceway supports to
correct these deficiencies. During the implementation of the torque
modification program, the licensee identified 159 torque modifications that
could not be accomplished as originally specified.

Additional engineering analysis was required on these torque modifications, 78
of which involved P 1331 clamps. Original torque modifications required all
clamp bolts regardless of position, inner or outer, to be torqued to the value
required for the critical load-bearing bolt or bolts on the clamp. Subsequent
torque modifications identified the specific bolts that required torquing. To
accomplish seismic hardening of the clamps, either an alternative method to
torque the inner bolts (if they were load-bearing) was utilized, or other .

methods such as increasing the torque on other bolts, or welding were used.
The staff reviewed the revised torque modifications on a sampling basis to
ensure that the inner bolt torquing concern was identified and adequately
addressed by the licensee.

The staff determined that the second concern regarding bolt relaxation was
addressed by the licensee, prior to implementation of original torque
modifications. The licensee contracted ANCO Engineers Inc. to conduct tests
to determine the slip-resistance capacity of bolted connections for various
nut types and bolt torques. These test results were utilized by the licensee
in preparing the original torque modifications. The iOspector reviewed
portions of the ANCO Engineering's Test Report which verified no significant
bolt relaxation was observed during testing.
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It wys also determined that the third concern stating the torque values
specified were excessive was addressed by the licensee prior to receipt of
this allegation. When the higher "excessive" torque value of 85 ft-lbs was
required by engineering analysis, a Design Change Notice (DCN) was issued
which included a hardware change to bolts that had been tested for both
slip-resistance and torque relaxation at this higher torque. The inspector
verified that the DCNs included such hardware changes.

The staff found that the licensee properly identified and dispositioned these
installation concerns prior to the allegation, and there is acceptable
assurance that raceway supports were properly installed. Furthermore, in
Section 6 of Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report No. 29, March 1985, the
staff concluded the methods used by the licensee to evaluate electrical
raceway supports including actual bolt torque levels were acceptable.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved:

R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 162

ATS No.: RV-84-A-001

Characterization

The alleger states that the reviewer changed a number of calculations without
consulting the original preparer and checker. Allegation 162 was previously
addressed in SSER-28 (April 1985).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The person who compiles the calculations had a definite process in mind and
has, in many cases, made some pertinent assumptions. If someone changes these
calculations the results could become questionable. (See also SSER-28).

Assessment of Safet -Si nificance

See SSER-28.

Staff Position

As stated in SSER-28, the staff determined on the basis of its review of
selected samples that the safety implication of Allegation 162 was insignifi-
cant. The staff also found that the allegation was correct in that some names

and signatures of originators and/or checkers were erased and replaced. The
staff concluded that a general gA audit of the PG&E calculation books should
be conducted to ensure that proper gA procedures have been observed.

In a letter of April 5, 1984 (DCL-84-133) PGKE addressed this allegation in
Item 3, and described the completion and transfer mechanism of calculation
assignments. The staff inspected selected calculation books and in particular
calculations 1005C-l, 1010C-5 and 1065C-1 for the containment annulus steel
str uctur e. The staff also audited the PG8E Nuclear Engineering Manual, Proce-
dure 3.3, "Design Calculations" which establishes how design calculations are
prepared, checked, approved and documented, including earlier versions that
were effective when the above calculations had been performed (Rev. 5, dated
7/15/83; Temporary Rev. 8, dated 2/15/83; Rev. 8, dated 11/8/85). These ver-
sions of Procedure 3.3 specify the responsibilities of individuals and require-
ments for design calculations. The procedure does not include a requirement
that precludes changes to the design calculation prior to the approval by the
engineering discipline group leader or supervisor. The procedure does specify
the controls and documentation of design calculations after their approval to
ensure that such changes are controlled. PG8E stated during the inspection
that the Nuclear Engineering Manual had been audited by the PG8E gA organiza-
tion and had been found acceptable. The staff finds the changes to the design
calculations as observed to be consistent with the applicable PG8E procedures.
The review of the three selected design changes did not identify a deviation
from Procedure 3.3.
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The staff concludes, based on the information provided by PG8E in its letter
and during the staff inspections and based on its review of the applicable

pro-'eduresfor design calculations, that signature changes are appropriate and
acceptable if the completion of design calculations is transferred between
individuals and prior to final approval by the engineering discipline group
leader or supervisor. The technical adequacy of the calculation was previously
found acceptable in SSER-28. The staff concludes that this allegation is
resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 163

ATS No.: RV 84A002

Characterization

The subject of this allegation is the effect of differential temperatures
throughout the annulus steel and between the annulus steel- and the concrete
crane wall, on member stresses in the annulus steel structure. Specifically
the following three concerns were raised

a. Temperature differentials that occur, in the transient condition
during plant startup and shutdown.

b. Local temperat'ure differentials in supporting structural members of
the framing system caused by the thermal environment in the
supported pipe.

c. Local temperature effects due to jet impingement.

This allegation was previ'ously addressed in SSER-28 (April 1985).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Item (a) of the allegation is significant in that temperature changes in the
concrete are slower than in the steel as the ambient temperature in the
annulus region changes during startup or shutdown. Since the "annulus steel is
constrained by the concrete in the crane wall, differential temperatures
between the steel and concrete could induce thermal stresses in the steel.

The second and third part of the allegation (Items (b) and (c) above) deal
with local temperature differentials in the steel frame structure itself
caused by heat from either pipe supports or jet impingement loads from a pipe
break. In either case the result would be differential axial expansion of a
steel member and bowing of the member due to the induced thermal gradient
across the thickness of the member. Both effects would introduce stresses in
the member because of the member constraints.

The potential thermal stresses due to jet impignment were not included by PGEE
in the evaluation of the annulus steel members. The objective of the 'audits
performed by the staff in February 1984 were to evaluate the significance of
these stresses.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In SSER-28 the staff stated that PG8E should consider the thermal stresses
i'nduced into the annulus steel by a maximum thermal gradient of 40~F which
could exist between the steel and crane wall concrete during shutdown. This
issue was addressed by PG8E in a letter dated April 5, 1984 (DCL-84-133). It
was shown that the maximum thermal stress in the steel is 7.56 ksi for the
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conservative assumption that the concrete wall completely constrains the steel.
Most codes (e.g., ASME, ANSI) permit an increase of allowable stresses of at
least 1/3 when transient thermal stresses are considered. The minimum allowable
stress is 21.6 ksi for the cases when thermal stresses are included. Since the
1/3 increase in the allowable stress (i.e., 7.2 ksi) is almost equal to the
thermal stress of 7.56 for the completely confined steel, PG8E stated that the
factor of safety for load combinations including the transient thermal loadings
will be equal to or greater than the factor of safety for load combinations
already considered. The inclusion of the concrete flexibility in the thermal
analysis would significantly reduce the 7.56 ksi stress. The .same analysis
applies to Unit 1 and Unit 2. The staff has reviewed the information provided
by PGEE. The staff concurs with this assessment and considers this part of the
allegation closed for Unit 1 and Unit 2.

The second issue raised in SSER-28 concerns the thermal gradients introduced
in the annulus steel through the pipe supports. This issue was also addressed
in the letter of April 5, 1984 (DCL-84-133). An attachment to the letter
contained temperature distribution data measured on five different types of
Grinnell engineered pipe supports. In all cases the pipe contained steam at
about 900'F while the ambient temperature was about 90'F; a 4 inch thick com-
bination insulation was placed around the pipe. Thermocouples were placed at
various locations on the pipe supports. The pipe support temperature approached
ambient at distances of 1 to 2 feet from the pipe. Main structural steel is
not located within these ranges. PG8E concluded that pipe supports would not
produce thermal gradients in the primary structural steel. The staff has reviewed
the information and concurs with this conclusion. This response and this evalua-
tion apply equally to Unit 1 and Unit 2.

The third issue raised in SSER-28 concerns the local thermal gradient which
could be caused by a pipe break. This issued was addressed by PG8E for Unit 1
in its letter of April 5, 1984 in which two potential pipe breaks were identi-
fied. One at column line 8 was located such that the maximum surface tempera-
ture reached 170'F at a localized re~ion." The other at column line 6 resulted
in a peak surface temperature of 500 F. There is little restraint to prevent
the column from expanding vertically so that no increase in column axial stress
can develop. However because of the temperature gradient across the thickness
of the column, there will be a bending moment introduced into the column. The
stresses due to bending are low enough so that the functionality of the column
is not impaired.

During its May 30, 1985 audit the staff raised the question whether the axial
expansion of the column would adversely affect the floor slab at Elevation
140 feet. PG&E responded in a letter dated June 14, 1985 (DCL-85-213) and
stated that the moments and shears introduced in the slab by the expansion of
column 4 are within allowable limits.
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PG&E responded to the Unit 2 jet impingement issue in the letter of June 14,
1985. As in Unit 1, columns 6'nd 8 are two locations in Unit 2 where a pipe
break could result in a jet impingement on a column. The conditions are the
same as for Unit 1. Therefore, the above discussion applies equally to Unit 2.

Staff Position

Based on its evaluation of the allegation, audits performed and review of
information provided by PG8E the staff considers the issues associated with
Allegation 163 resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 169

ATS No: RV-84-A-022

Characterization

Pullman failed to conduct support welding as required by procedure and gA

wrongfully approved the technique.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

Welds made without the proper procedure could result in improperly made welds
in critical areas.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no

issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R d d

None.
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Task: A11egatr'on on Concern Nos. 200 and 201

ATS No: RV-84-A-030

Characterization

The PGIIE nondestructive examination (NDE) weld inspection reports are
inconsistent with Foley inspection reports and/or the NDE reports were changed
by Foley without the approval of the PGIIE inspection team.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The allegation implies that the NDE inspection results may be compromised due
to record falsification. This might allow uninspected or defective welds to
exist in a safety-related structures.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix 8 to th'is SSER), the staff has determined these allegations involved
no issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

These allegations are resolved.

~Ai R i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 219

ATS No: RV-84-A-045

Characterization

Construction work on the PAM-2 panel in Unit 2 was transferred from HP Foley
to PGSE. It is alleged that this action was contrary to procedures and was
done to bypass guality Control inspections.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Bypass of procedures in this case could result in inoperability of this
portion of the Post-Accident Monitoring System when called upon to operate and
could indicate the possibility of a more general failure to fully implement
the Diablo Canyon gC program.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-,27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 222

ATS No.: RV-84-A-002

Characterization

The use of the FLUD computer code for subcompartment analyses at the Diablo
Canyon Plant is inappropriate. (Allegation 1472 is the same and Allegati'ons 1545,
1687, 1688 and 1689 are related).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The'se of an inappropriate computer code or application of an appropriate com-
puter code outside its limitations can generate unreasonable results such as
low subcompartment pressures and temperatures that are used as a bases for
design or equipment qualification.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The failure of safety systems or components following a postulated pipe break
can impair mitigating actions taken to safely shutdown the reactor. To pre-
clude such failures due to underdesign on the basis of incorrectly calculated
subcompartment temperatures and pressures these conditions are calculated
conservatively.

Staff Position

The alleger in a letter of March 1984 stated that for the Diablo, Canyon Nuclear
Plant, several engineering calculation's were performed with the BECHTEL developed
FLUD computer code. Thi's code computes the pressure and temperature rise in
the various subcompartments of the auxiliary building as a result of a postu--
lated rupture of a high energy pipe. The, allegation states that the code has
no algorithm to simulate gas 'diffusion between compartments and has a possible
accumulative error in the 'equation of state under some narrow range of pressure
and temperature. The allegation further states that when the code is used for
a reasonably long duration after the break it sometimes generates results that
ar'e very unreasonable.

The same allegation was again raised in a subsequent letter in August 1984
(Allegation 1472). In Exhibit 9 to the submittal by the Government Accounta-
bility Project (GAP) of November 15, 1984 a number of issues were raised regard-
ing the adequacy and applicability of the FLUD computer code, including the
specific concerns of Allegations 222 and 1472 for the neglect of gas diffusion
simulation between subcompartments. The staff evaluation and resolution of the
concerns, identified as Allegation 1545, were included in SSER-28 (April 1985).
Similar concerns were raised in Exhibit 7 to the GAP submittal of, March 14,
1985. PG8E addressed these concerns in a letter of June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212)
and the staff evaluation is included in this report under Allegations 1687,
1688 and 1689.
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On May 9, 1984, NRR staff in Bethesda and OI staff in Walnut Creek, contacted
the alleger to obtain a better understanding of the concern raised in Allega-
tion 222. On May ll, 1984, the staff contacted the BECHTEL Power Corporation
to obtain their views concerning the allegation.

Based on the above discussions, the staff found that the expressed concern is
valid in flow regimes beyond the applicable range of the flow models incorporated
into the FLUD code. FLUD is intended to be used for forced flow conditions
while the concerns address situations that are important only for free convec-
tive flow conditions. This finding is based on the following rationale.

The use of subcompartment codes such as FLUD is intended to solve problems for
which a significant pressure difference can develop between a compart'ment
receiving the mass/energy input and downstream compartments (i.e.-, forced flow
condition). The calculated results of the FLUD code that are questioned in
this allegat'ion, appear to be those calculated when the pressure difference
between compartments approaches zero (i.e., free convective flow)~ For these
conditions, the maximum differential pressures have already occurred and have
been conservatively calculated by a computer code like FLUD. The addition of
an algorithm to simulate gas diffusion between compartments, would represent a
misapplication of the code. As stated 'earlier', the flow regime in question
does not produce significant loads on structures and components,. Pressure loads,
which are important to safety, occur early in the transient when the FLUD code
can conservatively be applied. Secondly, if the free convective flow regime
were of interest, additional flow models would also be required in addition to
such second order effects as gas diffusion.

Based on'the above rationale, the staff concludes that the FLUD code, with
respect to the expressed concern, continues to be an acceptable tool for cal-
culating the design pressure differential between compartments. It is not
different from other codes used by the NRC and the industry since it is based
on the. current state-of-the-art for forced flow models. Therefore, the staff
concludes that the allegation has no safety significance for the Diablo Canyon
Plant since it does not affect the calculation of the design pressure 'loads and
does not result in any safety margin degradation. Allegations 222 and 1472 are
resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 378

ATS No: RV-84-A-062

Characterization

A gC inspector alleged that he was never provided with support to perform his
duties, nor was he provided with proper training.

Im 'lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

An improperly trained gC inspector would be less capable of identifying
inadequate processes, procedures or materials used on safety-related systems.
Deficiencies of this nature could affect the system's ability to perform its
intended safety function.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di d d

None.
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Task: A11egacion or Concern No .416

ATS No: RV-84-A-062

Characterization

Inconsistent weld acceptance standards were used by day and night shift
inspectors inspecting structural steel welds for the Guy F. Atkinson Company.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Inconsistent standards could have resulted in unacceptable welds being
accepted. This could cause structural steel welds to fail under abnormal
loads if weld strength is less than assumed by the design.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This a'l'legation is resolved.

A~id l d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 572

ATS No: RV-84-A-052

Characterization

PGImE has stifled Pullman Power Products (PPP) inspector's reports of faulty
Bosten-Bergen and American Bridge Welds, by directing them not to issue
discrepancy reports.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

Faulty welds in components received from vendors, if uncorrected, could
possibly result in failure of safety-related systems.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-35 and 50-323/85-33
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

A~iR R d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 597

ATS No.: RV-84-A-046

Characterization

Management failed to issue controlled documents for engineers to use in sample
calculations. Allegation 597 is similar to Allegation 79, previously addressed
in SSER-21 and SSER-26.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Without uniform design bases the adequacy of piping and pipe support design
cannot be verified and assured.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

This allegation does not represent a new issue. The concern was previously
addressed at Allegation 79.

Staff Position

The issue as stated in this and related allegations (e. g. Allegation 79) was
considered by the staff during its review and evaluation of the PGEE efforts
for piping and pipe supports as related to the license condition in the Unit 1
low-power license (Order to Modify License, April 18, 1984). The results of
the staff's effort are documented in SSER-25 for Unit 1 and SSER-30 for Unit 2.
PG8E addressed the issue of document control in a letter of February 7, 1984
(DCL-84-046) and in affidavits, dated March 5, 1984, on the subject of design
quality assurance (see also PG8E letter DCL-84-123 .of March 29, 1984). PG8E

acknowledged that during the early part of the onsite reevaluation effort of
small bore pipe supports by the Onsite Project Engineering Group (OPEG) there
were insufficient copies of controlled documents available due to the rapid
buildup of OPEG personnel. Additional controlled documents were distributed
in February 1983 and in April 1983 all controlled copies were replaced by a
complete reissue of new controlled copies of the design documents. PGKE stated
that there is no requirement for every support engineer to have an individual
copy. During its audits the staff inspected the relevant design documents and
determined that they were properly controlled in accordance with the applicable
gA procedures in place at that time. Based on the information provided by PGKE,

based on its evaluation of Allegation 79 as- reported in SSER-21 and based on

its efforts associated with the piping and pipe support evaluation as reported
in SSER-25 and SSER-30 the staff concludes the issue raised in Allegation 597
is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 608

ATS No.: RV-84-A-052

Charact'erization

Design drawing exaggerated the load ratings of U-bolts up to four times their
rating. The concern raised in Allegation 608 is the same as previously identi-
fied in Allegation 85 and others.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

U-bolts are used for supporting safety related piping required for safe shutdown
of the plant. Failure of U-bolts potentially could lead to the failure of the
piping.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

This allegation does not present a new issue. See at Allegation 85 in SSER-22
(March 1984).

Staff Position

The staff position as stated at Allegation 85 in SSER-22 applies equally to
Allegation 608. The staff considers this allegation resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 624

ATS No: RV-84-A-052

Characterization

PGIEE officials failed to correct a false statement to the NRC that the Company

was ignorant of inaccuracies in the plant manual for operators.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

Uncorrected errors in the plant manual could provide misleading information to
plant operators which could impact correct plant operations.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai i 1

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 675

ATS No.: RV"84"A-057.

Characterization

PG&E response to NRC on small bore piping analysis does not contain enough in-
formation to support a conclusion. Allegation 675 is rela'ted to and similar to
Allegation 88, previously addressed in SSER-22 (March 1984).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 er ation

If insufficient information is av'ailable the NRC staff may not be able to reach
the necessary conclusion regarding the adequacy and safety of small bore pipe
supports,

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In a meeting on December 15, 1983 the NRC staff had requested additional infor-
mation regarding support gaps in thermal piping calculations. The information
was provided by PG8E in a letter by December 28, 1983. The staff evaluation of
support gaps is presented in SSER-22 (March 1984) at Allegation 88, Part 2.
Allegation 675, which was included as Item 257 in a submittal by the Government
Accountability Project (GAP), dated March 2, 1984 states that the information
in the PGKE December letter was inadequate. At the staff's request, PG8E ad-
dressed this concern in a letter of April 30, 1984 (DCL-84-166). The staff re-
viewed the information and found it .acceptable. Furthermore, the subject of
thermal gaps was included as a license condition (2.C.(ll), Item 4) in the
Unit 1 low'ower license in April 1984. The staff evaluation of the PG8E
efforts on this matter is included in SSER-25 (July 1984).

Staff Position

Based on the staff review of its evaluation of Allegation 88 (SSER-22) and of
the PG8E effort regarding the license condition on thermal gaps (SSER-25) the
staff concludes that Allegation 675 is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 676

ATS No.: RV-04-A-057

Characterization

Conclusions by PG5E in the January 27, 1984 response to NRC on expansion anchors
are based on incomplete, inconsistent data.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The allegation states that the safety factors cited by PG5E in its response of
January 27, 1984 (DCL-84-031) are not sufficient to account for the Hosgri or
Double Design Earthquake (DDE) seismic events. Failure of the anchor bolts
could render a system inoperable.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

Each of the three earthquake loadings (i.e. DE, DDE and Hosgri) has a complete
set of conditions included with the loading. These conditions are described in
the load combination equations and the accompanying allowable stresses. This
grouping of loads and allowable stresses or loads is documented in various NRC

documents and applicable industry standards and codes.

The particular document cited by the alleger states that the "factor of safety
of at least 3 has been maintained between demand and capacity for Hosgri and
DDE level loads".

Staff Position

On the basis of its review of the provisions as described in PGEE letter
DCL-84-031, dated January 27, 1984 the staff concludes the design parameters
associated with the anchor bolts are satisfactory. The staff considers the
allegation resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No .718

ATS No: RV-84-A-062

Characterization

Instructional documents on weld symbology were not distributed as claimed by
PGImiE.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

This GAP rebuttal implies PGIIE has made false statements concerning
distribution of weld symbol handouts and clarity of memos concerning weld
symbology interpretation.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-01 and 50-323/85-03
(Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ati R i 1

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 789

ATS No: RV-84-A-064

Characterization

Welded extension bars at the 119 level in Unit 2 wer e inspected and bought
off, but did not meet specifications or drawing requirements.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Welded extensions for decking supports not meeting specifications or drawings
may present a safety hazard due to failure upon loading.

Assessment of Safet Siqnificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined~ this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 813, 838, 839, and 840

ATS No.: RV-84"A-064

Characterization

These allegations were previously addressed in SSER-28.

The alleger states that the plant is built on stream bed where granite was pre-
dicted (turbine building, west side) (Allegation 813). In addition, the alleger
states that in mid-1979 three caisson holes, 65 to 85 feet deep, near the center
of the turbine building, were drilled into sandstone rather than into the
granite that was supposed to be there (Allegation 838).

The alleger also states that the bedrock used for anchoring the turbine pedes-
tals is so fractured that diesel oil from leaking tanks was found in the veins
of the rock (Allegation 839). Moreover, the alleger states that the bedrock on
which the plant is founded is not solid, and in many instances anchoring cables
pulled out of the rock and the cables lost their tension (Allegation 840).

Allegation 390 also raised a concern regarding the anchoring of the turbine
pedestals.

As stated in SSER-28, a single response to these four allegations is .being given
because the concerns expressed have a common link, the foundation adequacy of
the turbine building.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

See SSER-28 at Allegation 813.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See SSER-28 at Allegation 813.

Staff Position

In SSER-28 the staff determined, on the basis of its review, that portions of
the four allegations were. incorrect. Although other portions did identify prob-
lems that developed during plant construction, these difficulties were appropri-
ately addressed and acceptably resolved. The staff concluded that PGEE must
provide proper documentation on the installation of the rock anchoring system
for staff review.

The staff has'eviewed additional information that was provided by PG8E in a
letter dated March 26, 1985 (DCL-85-127). In addition, the staff and its con-
sultants conducted an audit in May 1985 of design calculation and installation
procedures associated with the buttress caissons and pedestal rock anchors of
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the turbine building. Based on the additional information provided and the
audit, the staff concludes that the as-built pedestal rock anchors and buttress
caissons are acceptable and no further evaluation is required.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 833

ATS No: RV-84-A-064

Characterizati'on

A welder disregarded the ISO drawing, field installation instructions, process
sheet instructions, weld rod requisition instructions and then incorporated
his own welding procedure.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The failure of a welder to weld in accordance with instructions and a

qualified weld procedure could result in a defective pipe weld and the
inability of a safety-related pipe system to perform its intended function.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no

issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 838, 839, and 840

ATS No.: RV-84-A-064

Characterization

See at Allegation 813.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

See at Allegation 813.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See at Allegation 813.

Staff Position

See at Allegation 813.

~Ai II i d

See at Allegation 813.

a
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 896

ATS No.: RV-84-A-064

Characterization

PG8E states that the cause of superseded documents being used was that engineers
kept the old ones after being issued supplements. Alleger feels it was a manage-
ment problem.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The use of improper design documents potentially could lead to the design of a
system or component that would not meet its intended function. Appropriate
document control procedures should be applied by management to preclude the
use of superseded documents.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The design of a system or component is reviewed and approved at various levels
of supervision. It is unlikely that a major design deficiency, based on the
use of improper design documents, would remain undetected.

Staff Position

The allegation was made by the alleger during an NRC interview in early April 1984
at which time the NRR staff was conducting an indepth review and evaluation of
the PG5E design, analysis and quality control associated with the piping and
pipe support effort for Diablo Canyon Unit 1. On April 18, 1984 the Commission
issued an Order to PGImE amending the- Unit 1 li'cense by a license condition which
required PGIEE to perform seven (7) specific tasks related to the design of'ip-
ing and pipe supports. The staff audited and inspected this effort as documented
in SSER-25 (July 1984). The staff determined (SSER-25, Section 9. 0) among other
findings, that there existed a number of programmatic deficiencies in the effec-
tiveness of the design. control measures utilized by the Onsite Project Engineer-
ing Group (OPEG), l'ncluding inadequate procedures within OPEG and the use of
unauthorized documents. The staff identified all of these deficiencies to PGIEE

and requested additional information in a letter dated June 20, 1984 to which
PG8E responed by letter dated June 26, 1984 (DCL-84-238). The staff reviewed
the PG8E responses, conducted an inspection and audit of records at the PG8E

offices in San Francisco and at the OPEG office at the site, and discussed the
matter with PG8E. This effort is documented in a NRC memorandum from R. Heishman
to R. Vollmer dated September 10, 1984, which was issued a Board Notification
No. 84-161 dated September 24, 1984 (see Appendix D. 1). The staff concluded
that the corrective actions taken by PG8E were appropriate and that the engineer-
ing procedures were adequate and were being implemented. In summary, at the
time the allegation was made a number of deficiencies existed in the procedural
controls of documents which subsequently were corrected. The use of outdated
design documents did not result in a system or component that could not meet
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its design function. The staff evaluation was subsequently also i~eluded in
SSER-29 (March 1985), Section ll and in SSER-30 (April 1985), Section 1.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 993

ATS No: RV-84-A-076

Characterization

This concern is similar to allegations 353 through 359 for field welds
197-212, concerning welding gC at Diablo Canyon. It is alleged that several
college students working as gC Inspectors were unqualified. It is further
alleged that weld procedure code 200 was "grossly inadequate".

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Safet or Construction

Unqualified inspectors or inadequate weld procedures could possibly result in
unsatisfactory construction of safety-related systems or components.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-35 and 50-323/85-33
(Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no

issues of 'safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R i d

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern Sio. 995

ATS No: RV-84-A-064

Characterization

Inspection work performed under Atkinson's control in 1978 in the northwest
corner roof area oF the turbine building was performed by a questionable
inspector.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

An unqualified inspector could permit unsatisfactory construction work to go
unrepaired resulting in structural failure.

Assessment- of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
{Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

A~di R d d

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 1009

ATS No: RV-84-A-064

Characterization

An individual believes that engineers who questioned suspect assumptions were
transferred to Unit 2. Cooperative engineers plus new recruits were assigned
to Unit 1.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Assignment of engineers based upon attitudes could result in an insufficient
level of experience in the groups assigned to one of the units. An inadequate
experience level could result in failure to detect safety significant design
or installation errors.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-35 and 50-323/85-33
(Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Add R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1062

ATS No: RV-84-A-064

Characterization

Missized or improperly installed beam clamps have been used to fasten raceway
support struts to'tructural beams.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Inadequately supported safety-related raceways could result in degradation or
failure of critical power, control or instrumentation circuits during events
(e.g., earthquake) that cause abnormal loading of the raceway supports.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1101

ATS No: RV-84-A-064

Characterization

Falsification of records - American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT)
Level II Magnetic Particle Test (MT) inspector restrictions were waived by a

backdated signature of a Pullman Level II MT inspector who was no longer
onsite.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

The qualifications of Level II MT inspectors were compromised by falsification
of records.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-01 and 50-323/85-03
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1127, 1128 and 1129

ATS No.: RV-84-A-068

Characterization

The maintenance progrom for equipment qualification was inadequately implemented.
(These allegations were included in SSER-26, Table 5.6-1).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Inadequate maintenance may result in equipment failure which could affect safe
operation of the plant.

Assessment of Safet Si n'ificance

In response to these allegations concerning the equipment qualification (Eg)
maintenance and surveillance program, the staff examined, during an audit of
records at the Diablo Canyon site, the Eg maintenance and surveillance pro-
gram, implementation of the procedures and training of personnel. The staff
found that the maintenance and surveillance procedures are sufficient in detail
and have been written and implemented to address the maintenance and surveillance
concerns regarding Eg. The staff talked to a journeyman in the instrumentation
and control group and electrical group'and found that the journeyman was properly
trained and had knowledge of these procedures. PG8E installed bright orange
tags on all equipment items that are qualified for a harsh envi.ronment. These
tags caution craft personnel that Eg procedures must be followed during the
maintenance and surveillance actions on the particular equipment.

Staff Position

Based on the above, the staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance that
maintenance and surveillance actions are being taken in accordance with well
established procedures. Accordingly, the staff concludes that these allegations
are resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1131

ATS No.: RV-84-A-069

Characterization

The alleger states that the staff should evaluate the licensee's implementation
of corrective action regarding training and notification of procedure revisions.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Without adequate indoctrination and training, the engineers may not effectively
perform their assignments. Without uniform design bases, formulations, and
acceptance criteria, the adequacy of plant system safety cannot be verified and
assured. The concerns raised in this allegation are the same as those in pre-
viously raised Allegations 79, 82 and 84.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The staff assessments for Allegations 79, 82, and 84 in SSER-21 (December
1983) apply to this allegation. This allegation does not represent a new issue.
PG8E addressed the specific concern raised in Allegation 1131 in a letter of
June 26, 1984 (DCL-84-239).

Staff Position

The staff has concluded that hardware and design documents (e.g., training
procedures and document control procedures) were inspected to determine if the
measures to correct and control deficiencies in the design satisfied licensing
requirements. The results of these inspections indicate that licensing require-

" ments have been satisfied.

The staff evaluations for Allegations 79, 82 -and 84, which raise the same con-
cerns as Allegation 1131, are provided in SSER-26 and apply to this allegation.
PG8G addressed the concern in a letter of June 26, 1984 (DCL-84-239). Further,
as part of its piping and pipe support evaluation effort for Diablo Canyon
Unit 1 in 1984 the staff also evaluated associated programmatic and quality
assurance aspects. The results are documented in Board Notification 84-161,
dated September 24, 1984 (see Appendix D. 1).

Based on the evaluation of Allegation 1131 and review of its pre'vious evalua-
tion of the same concerns and issues as discussed above, the staff concludes
that the allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1132

ATS No.: RV-84-A-069

Characterization

The alleger states that the licensee's response to this concern continues to
ignore the cause of the problem. The allegation relates to the same general
subject of training, administrative control and quality assurance measures
applied by PGIIE in the piping and pipe support effort.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Same as for Allegation 1131

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The staff assessment for Allegation 1131 applies to this allegation. The alle-
gation does not represent a new issue. PGIKE addressed the specific concern
raised in Allegation 1132 in a letter of June 26, 1984 (OCL-84-239).

Staff Position

The staff position as stated for Allegation 1131 applies also to
Allegation 1132.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1166

ATS No.: RV-84-A-069

Characterization

False statement by PG&E in a letter of April 30, 1984 regarding adequacy of
resolution of oversized bolt hole concerns in rupture restraints.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Inadequate resolution of oversized bolt holes could .result in safety concerns
about the design and construction.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In response to Allegation 637 on the subject of bolt holes PG&E stated in a
letter of April 30, 1984 (DCL-84-166), at Item 56, that "to the best of our
knowledge, this established process of resolving each instance of an oversized
bolt hole on a case-by-case basis has resulted in the resolution of all concerns
involving oversized bolt holes, either by repair or by member replacement."
In Allegation 1166 the alleger states that this is a false statement.

PG&E, in a letter dated June 26, 1984 (DCL-84-239), addressed Allegation 1166
and other allegations related to rupture restraints, including Allegation 1163
which also relates to oversized bolt. holes. As a result of the oversized bolt
holes PG&E had issued nonconformance report NCR DCl-79-RM-003 for Unit 1 in
January 1979, and NCR DC2-80-RM-002 for Unit 2 in November 1980. The corrective
actions for oversized bolt holes in accordance with the NCR for Unit 1 has been
completed at the time this allegation was made and the NCR was resolved and
closed by PG&E on October 1981. The steps taken for the NCR closure was fully
documented. Corrective actions per the NCR for Unit 2 were ongoing at the time
the allegation was made. The corrective actions have been completed and the
NCR is resolved and closed by PG&E as of March 1985, including full
documentation.

Staff Position

The corrective actions for oversized bolt holes had been completed by PG&E for
Unit 1 prior to the reinstatement of the low power license in April 1984 and
for Unit 2 prior to the issuance of the low power license in April 1985. There-
fore, any safety concern was resolved. Regarding the alleged "false" statement
by PG&E in the April 30, 1984 letter, the staff concludes that the statement
was correct with regard to Unit 1 which was the unit under review and evaluation
at the time. The statement was incorrect with reference to Unit 2 and was not
viewed by the staff to apply to Unit 2. This allegation is resolved.

R

R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1228

ATS No.: RV-84-A-071

Characterization

The alleger states that from the public record available at the NRC Public
Document Room,'t is not possible to determine the degree of compliance with
NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3. (See also Allegation 1227.)

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

This concern pertains to the capability of the post accident sampling system to
obtain certain information that could be used in determining mitigating actions
to be taken following an accident.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The requirements for a post accident sampling system were identified as
Item II.B.3 in NRC Report NUREG-0737. It is not a safety system. Regulatory
Guide 1.97, Revision 3, characterizes the system as a Category 3 instrument,
that is, as a "diagnostic and backup" system. It monitors Type E variables,
the least critical category. Therefore, deficiencies in this system would have
a minimal impact on public health and safety.

Staff Position

The staff has evaluated the postaccident sampling system as part of the licens-
ing review for Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2. The acceptability of the system
was discussed in detail in SSER-31 (April 1985) and SSER-32 (July 1985). In
addition, the system was the subject of a number of inspections by the Region V
Office; for example, see Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/84-41 and 50-323/84-29,
dated January 3, 1985 and 50-275/85-02 and 50-323/85-04 dated February ll, 1985.
In SSER-32 the staff concluded (Section 10.8) that the requirements of
NUREG-0737 Item II.B.3 have been met. This allegation is resolved. (See also
Allegation 1227.)

Action Re uired

None
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1229

ATS No.: RV-84-A-071

Characterization

Lack of compliance with Items II.K.3.30 and 31 of NUREG-0737 brings into ques-
tion whether the plant can withstand a TMI-type accident. (This allegation was
previously addressed in SSER-28; see also, Allegation 1227).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Lack of compliance with the TMI-related requirements of NUREG-0737 could affect
the plant's capability to minimize the chances or mitigate the consequences of
an accident similar to the one that occurred at TMI-2.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

Without exception, the consequences of a large break LOCA are analyzed to be
more severe than those of a small-break LOCA. Therefore, any analysis which
shows less severe consequences for the less limiting small breaks would in no
way affect the LOCA safety margins which are determined by the more severe large
break analysis. Therefore, this issue has no effect on the safety significance
for the design basis.

Staff Position

The requirement for calculations with revised small-break LOCA methods to show
compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K was established in NUREG-0737
Item II.K.3.30 for a generic evaluation and ip II.K.3.31 for plant specific
applicability. The staff evaluation for Diablo Canyon was provided in SSER-10

(August 1980) and SSER-12 (March 1981). PG&E elected to participate in the
Westinghouse Owner's group effort regarding II.K.3.30. A requirement for con-
formance and timely submittal of the result was included, as License
Condition 2.c(8)o., in the Unit 1 low power license (September 22, 1981).
Amendment 1 to that license, dated February 5, 1982, required that a specific
implementation date be developed prior to Unit 1 fuel loading. The staff estab-
lished this schedule in a letter to PG&E dated November 15, 1983, which stated
that the staff was reviewing the Westinghouse generic submittal regarding
It'em II.K. 3. 30 and which required PG&E to submit its plant specific analysis
regarding Item II.K.3.31 within one year of staff approval of the Westinghouse
generic model. This requirement was subsequently included in the Unit 1 full
power license (November 2, 1984) as License Condition 2.c(6)h. As discussed
in SSER-31 (April 1985) the staff did not consider it necessary to include an
equivalent license condition for Unit 2 because the Westinghouse generic effort
and the PG&E Daiblo Canyon Plant specific analysis would apply to both units.
In SSER-32 (July 1985) the staff stated that its evaluation of the generic sub-
mittal by Westinghouse had been completed and found acceptable (Letter C. 0.
Thomas (NRC) to E. P. Rahe (Westinghouse), dated May 21, 1985," Acceptance for
Referencing of Licensing Topical Report WCAP 10054(P) - Westingho'use Small Break
ECCS Evaluation Model Using the NOTRUMP Code" ). The staff further stated that
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within one year of receiving the evaluation, PG&E is required to submit plant
specific analyses with the NOTRUMP code regarding Item II.K. 3. 31 in accordance
with the Unit 1 license condition. In accordance with Generic Letter 83-35,
the plant specific compliance with II.K. 3. 31 may be submitted generically. the
staff requires that such generic submittal include validation that the limiting
break location has not shifted 'away from the cold legs to the hot or pump suc-
tion legs.

The allegation states, on the basis, of the NRC letter to PG8E of November 15,
1983, that the NRC had given relief to PG8E regarding compliance with NUREG-0737
Items II.K. 3. 30 and II.K. 3.,31. The, staff h'as reviewed the various actions taken
regarding these items as discussed above and in particular the requirements set
forth in the letter. These actions were fully consistent with the'pproach
taken by the staff both on generic basis as well as on other plant specific
cases. The staff concludes no relief was granted to PG8E.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1232

ATS No.: RV-84-A-071

Characterization

The alleger states that on the basis of a review of publicly available docu-
ments/records, the licensee has not submitted the leak reduction program re-
quired by NUREG-0737, Item III.D.l.1, or received NRC approval of the same.

(See also Allegation 1227).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

This allegation pertains to the ability of plant personnel to safely access
certain vital areas of the plant to take mitigating actions during an accident.
The allegation states that PG8E did not submit its leak reduction program prior
to issuance of a fuel load license.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In the event of an accident, there is .a very low probability that defects in
this leak reduction program'ould prevent, safe access of plant personnel to
areas of the plant where actions are necessary to mitigate the accident. There-
fore, deficiencies in this program would have a minimal impact on public health
and safety.

Staff Position

The low power license (i.e., fuel load and low power operation) was issued for
Unit 1 on September 22, 1981, and for Unit 2 on April 26, 1985. In letters of
January 26 and March 13, 1981 PG8E submitted its program in response to the NRC

requirement III.D.1. 1 in NUREG-0578 (subsequently NUREG-0737), that applicants
implement a program to reduce leakage from systems outside containment. The
staff found that the PGLE program met the requirements and was, therefore,
acceptable. The staff evaluation was provided in SSER-14 (April 1981),. The
requirements for a leakage reduction program from reactor coolant sources out-
side containment are included in the Technical Specifications, Section 6.8.4.
The staff inspected the establishment and implementation of the leakage reduc-
tion program with respect to the requirements in NUREG-0737, Item III.D.l. 1 for
Unit 1 and Unit 2 as documented in Region V Inspection Reports No. 50-275/84-10,
dated June 27, 1984; and 50-275/85-26 and 50-323/85-23, dated August 29, 1985.
The staff concluded that there were no noncompliances or deviations. The staff
concludes that an appropriate leakage reduction program was established and im-
plemented in a timely manner. This allegation is resolved. (See also
Allegation 1227).

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1239

ATS No.: RV-84-A-071

Characterization

Regulatory Guide 1.143 identifies industry codes, for example ANSI B.31. 1, and
gC methods for determining the acceptability of welding in radwaste systems.
PG5E has classified their radwaste systems as Class "E" systems and, as such,
the systems are not subject to gC inspection. (See also Allegation 1227);

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Regulatory Guide l. 143, "Design .Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management
Systems, Structures, and Components Installed in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plant," provides guidance to reasonably assure that components and
structures of the radwaste management systems are designed, constructed,
installed, and tested on a level commensurate with the need to protect the
health and safety of the public.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.26, "equality Group Classifications ana
Standards for Water-Steam-, and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of
Nuclear Power Plants," radwaste management systems are not safety related. The
Diablo Canyon Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Table 3.2-4, appropriately
identifies the ANSI B.31. 1 Code and other codes by which the radwaste systems
are designed, fabricated, erected, and tested in full compliance with the codes.
Deficiencies in these systems would have a minimal impact on public health and
safety.

Staff Position

The Diablo Canyon radwaste systems were reviewed and evaluated by the staff as
reported in its Safety Evaluation Report (SER) issued in 1974. The systems
are properly classified as Class,"E" systems in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.26 which was issued prior to 1974. Full compliance with the limited
quality control provisions of Regulatory Guide 1. 143 is not required since it
was first issued in 1978, after the issueance of the SER.Deficiencies in these
systems would have a minimal impact on public health and safety, since these
systems were designed, fabricated, erected and tested in full compliance with
ANSI B.31.1 and other applicable codes. (See also Allegation 1227).

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1264

ATS No: RV-84-A-071

Characterization

PG8E response to GAP Allegation No. 259 on walkdown by personnel who marked-up
drawings used by guality Control is misleading. The people were not
qualified.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The implied safety significance of this allegation is that the quality of
safety-related systems may be compromised if they were analyzed and
constructed using improper drawings.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1270

ATS No: RV-84-A-071

Characterization

PGINE response that an individual was not aware of orders to stop working on

hangers is misleading. Another individual gave the stop work order, but the
individual who claims to be unaware of the order should have known about it.

'm

lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The allegation is not sufficiently detailed to allow an assessment of its
significance to design, construction or operation. Generally, stop work
orders are issued to hold construction while problems with design, materials
or procedures are resolved so the amount of rework required is minimized. In
this regard', failure to be aware of, or to comply with a stop work order,
would be more likely to have economic significance than safety significance.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1380

ATS No.: RV-84-A-073

Characterization

Drawings was changed by drawing routing personnel without coordination with
design staff. Allegation 34 (SSER-31, December 1983) raises a similar
concern.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Accurate as-built drawings are required for design reconciliation of the
as-constructed hardware and to provide, accurate, readily accessible
information.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The changing of design drawings by unauthorized, possibly unqualified
personnel, not subject to check and review could result in the use of in-
adequate designs not meeting their design objectives.

Staff Position

The staff inspected hardware and design drawings to determine if the measures
to control and correct programmatic deficiencies satisfied licensing require-
ments. The results of these inspecti'ons indicate that licensing requirements
have been satisfied.

The staff evaluated this concern as part of its piping and pipe support eval-
uation as discussed in SSER-25 (July 1984) and evaluated programmatic aspects
as documented in Board Notification 84-161, dated September 24, 1984 (see
Appendix D. 1). Based on these evaluations the staff concludes this allegation
is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1381

ATS No: RV-84-A-073

Characterization

A nut could not be properly installed on an embedded stud that attaches a main

feedwater pipe support to the containment wall. The nut was cut in half and

tack welded to the base plate. This problem is described in Diablo Canyon

Problem Report 1-2335-P.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

An improperly supported feedwater pipe could result in a loss of feedwater
during a transient that places abnormal loads on the support. The pipe
support in question is upstream of the main feedwater check valves so that
problems with this support would not impair the ability to provide auxiliary
feedwater. Nevertheless, the support in question is classified as
safety-related by PGIIE.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
-(Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no

issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

A~ii d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1393

ATS No.: RV-84-A-073

Characterization

The alleger states that inspectors at the site do not meet the requirements of
ANSI 45.2.6. The allegation concerns the ANSI 45.2.6 requirements for visual
inspection of pipe hangers.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The qualification of'nspection personnel affects the quality of the inspection.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The concerns of Allegation 1393 had previously been raised in Allegations 57,
690 and 692. This allegation does not raise a new issue.

Staff Position

The qualification of inspectors is discussed for Allegations 57 in SSER-21

(December 1983) and for Allegations 690 and 692 in SSER-26 (July 1984). Cor-
rective action regarding training programs is discussed in Allegation 1131.
Based on its previous evaluations .for the same concern the staff concludes
that this allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1396

ATS No.: RV-84-A-073

Characterization

The alleger states that the 'ability of the supporting main structure should be
evaluated for the support loads reacted by that structure.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n and 0 eration

The main structural elements could be overloaded if the individual reactions
from supports are not considered. The cumulative effect of the loads should be
considered.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In January 1985 the st'aff audited the PG5E calculations and discussed with PG8E

the design methods employed to consider all loads that could be supported by
the main structural elements. PGKE'ubmitted a response to the staff in a
letter dated March 5, 1985 (DCL-85-089) which the staff has reviewed. The
enclosure to the letter lists several calculations that address the evaluation-
of structural elements for the containment; auxiliary building, turbine building,
and the intake structure. This submittal and additional discussions with PG8E

on the details of how the pipe hanger loads were addressed show that all loads
have been adequately evaluated.

Staff Position

Based on the submittal and discussions with PG8E the staff concludes that the
individual pipe support loads on the main structure have been adequately
addressed. This allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1397

ATS No: RV-84-A-073

Characterization

On a diesel generator fuel oil transfer system pipe support (support number
20/85R), a nut is bearing on a weld and half of a shim plate. This condition
is not shown on the as-built drawings, but is shown on pipe support tolerance
clarification form TC-1-11497.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

A improperly supported pipe in the diesel fuel oil transfer system could
result in eventual failure of one diesel generator following conditions (such
as a seismic event) that imposed abnormal loads on the piping system.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This a11egation is resolved.

~Ai R i 1

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1399

ATS No: RV-84-A-073

Characterization

Base plates of support members on the Unit 2 RHR containment sump
recirculating lines to the RHR pumps have partial penetration weldments.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The implied safety significance is that base plates improperly welded may not
support the design load.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-35 and 50-323/85-33
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di R d d

None.
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Task: Aliegation.or Concern No. 1410

ATS No: RV-84-A-0082

Characterization

A foreman for a site contractor (H. P. Foley) allowed fire doors to be

installed with cut support bolts and improperly adjusted shims; example
door 345.

Im lied Siqnificance to Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

Improper fire door installation could result in fire door failure during a

fire. This could result in a fire spreading from one 'fire area to another.
The fire, spreading to another area, could result in damage to redundant
safety shutdown systems and the inability to safely shutdown the reactor.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As documented in Inspection Report 50-275/84-31, an allegation review board
met on August 17, 1984, and decided upon the following course of action:

a. Examine Pyrocrete fire doors in the Unit 1 and Unit 2 areas to determine
whether such doors have been accepted with cut support bolts or
improperly adjusted shims. In particular, examine door number 345 and
the doors installed by the Foley supervisor named in the allegation for
such conditions.

b. Determine whether the inspection documentation for the doors examined in
the field adequately represents the installed condition.

c. Interview the Foley carpenter foreman, to determine his knowledge of door
installation criteria and his assessment of the degree of criteria
compliance. Retain interview sheet documentation.

During his inspection, the inspector interviewed personnel, examined system
work and inspection documentation and examined fire doors to answer the
questions of the review board. Based on his examinations, the inspector
observed the following:

The inspector examined all 10 bolts in door 345. Four of these had
grooves. The inspector then examined other doors installed by the named
foreman. On door B15, 4 bolts were examined. On door 242, 2 bolts were
examined. On door 257, 2 bolts were examined. On door 187, 3 bolts were
examined. On door 143, 2 bolts were examined. On door 215, 5 bolts were
examined. The only additional discrepancy was one slight groove on a

bolt on door 215. No evidence of improper shim adjustment was
discovered. A large number of other Unit I doors installed by this
foreman were also examined visually for proper operation and installation
with no discrepancies noted.
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The inspection documentation appeared to represent the installed
condition as all doors. seemed to be correctly installed with the
exception of the bolts on the doors mentioned above.

The Foley foreman is no longer employed at Diablo Canyon. Two plant
engineers who are both responsible for reviewing the fire door work, both
said that the foreman was very knowledgeable in the requirements and
installation methods for the doors. They both stated that he also
produced high quality work.

On doors other than door 345, the inspector examined a total of 18 bolts with
only one having a slight groove. Based on this, door 345 would appear to be
an isolated case. Due to the Foley personnel accompanying the inspector not
having access to vital areas during the bolt inspection, no bolts on doors in
the vital areas were initially sampled. This item of damaged bolts installed
on fire doors was documented as open it'em (50-275/84-31-01) pending completion
of a licensee sampling program of vital area doors, to determine the extent of
the problem, and actions necessary to resolve identified discrepancies.

Inspection Report 50-275/85-05, documents the inspector's review of the
licensee's subsequent corrective actions on inspection and replacement of the
potentially damaged door anchor bolts .as stated in PGandE Letter No.
DCL-84-349. The actions appeared to have been done in a timely manner and
were adequate to correct the potential problem.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.
I

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1422

ATS No.: RV-84-A-088

Characterization

Mr. Stokes and Mr. Yin were prevented by the NRC from following,through with
issues. Mr. Yin' independence to fully investigate and resolve his concerns
has been obstructed. (Nontechnical aspects of this concern are addressed under
Allegation 1438).

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n Construction or 0 eration

By preventing Yin and Stokes from investigating their concerns, potentially
significant safety issues may not be evaluated and resolved.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In March, 1984, a comprehensive NRC staff review was initiated with respect to
the impact piping support issues identified at Diablo Canyon should have on low
power operation. This effort was carried out by a group of nine senior staff
members and one consultant from BNL. Six participants had no prior personal
involvement with the review of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. The
individuals in the group were chosen on the basis of their expertise in piping
and pipe support design and application of quality assurance programs in accor-
dance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. During the period March 30 to April 12, 1984,
the review group activities included meeting with Mr. Yin, a public meeting
with the licensee, a site visit to audit examples of piping and supports at
issue, a meeting with Mr. Stokes, the principal alleger on piping issues, and a
public meeting with the ACRS to discuss the groups activities and conclusions.

In its report of April 12, 1984, the review group concluded that these issues
did not demonstrate a generic problem with respect to a breakdown of quality
assurance or design and construction effectiveness and that the piping and pipe
support issues under review at Diablo Canyon should not preclude criticality
and operation at low power. The group further recommended that seven require-
ments be imposed as a license conditions to document the actions necessary as a
prerequisite of full power operation.

To verify compliance with the license condition in a comprehensive yet timely
manner, the review effort was divided into nine task groups: one group to focus
on each of the seven requirements, one group for matters related to the Indepen-
dent Design Verification Program (IDVP), and one group for audit of programmatic
gA matters.

Each task group explored to its satisfaction, compliance with its assigned
requirement of the license condition, matters related to the IDVP or program-
matic gA matters as appropriate, building on the information gathered during
the review for low power operation. The task teams communicated with Mr. Yin
in a number of instances during the course of their review. Mr. Yin s comments
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were considered by the task team members and were included where the team membersfelt appropriate.

The task teams found that there were some deficiencies in the gA programs
related to design of pipe supports during the verification program. Without
exception, however, review of the actual analytical work performed, review of
the design control process as it actually functioned, and review of a spectrum
of as-installed hardware provided compelling evidence that the design of piping
and pipe supports at Diablo Canyon Unit 1 was a process that was under. control
and a process that yielded acceptable results. Extensive audits and inspections
were performed, however, virtually no significant changes to plant hardware was
found necessary. The details of the staff effort and conclusion were reported
in SSER-25 (July 1984) for Unit 1. A similar effort was conducted for Unit 2
as reported in SSER-30 (April 1985).

Staff Position

Further review of seismic design adequacy of piping at Diablo Canyon Unit 1 and
Unit 2 is not warranted. These allegations are resolved.

1

A~iR i d.

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1426

ATS No.: RV-84-A-088

Characterization

The alleger states that IDVP contractors, Teledyne, and Westinghouse were not
independent of PG8E control.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The independence of the contractors in the Unit 1 Independent Design Verifica-
tion Program (IDVP) was essential to the unbiased evaluations of the Unit 1

design. failure to maintain independence would cast serious doubt on the find-
ings. The IDVP was specifically instituted for Unit 1 only. The results of
the program was subsequently applied by PG8E to Unit 2.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The NRC Commission Order CLI-81-30 required the independence of the IDVP con-
tractors (Teledyne and its subcontractors) and these requirements were incor-
porated into the IDVP Program Plan. Westinghouse was not a participant in the
IDVP. The NRC staff reviewed and approved this plan. The staff attended tech-
nical meetings, conducted audits of the work by Teledyne and its contractors
and reviewed the IDVP documents that summarized the evaluations. The staff
evaluation of the independence aspect is provided in SSER-18 (August 1983).
The Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board examined the subject of indepen-
dence at hearings in November 1983 and determined that the IDYP was conducted,
in an independent manner.

Staff Position

The Commission, ASLAB and the NRC staff found the IDVP was conducted in an
independent manner. The. allegation does not have any evidence to invalidate
the previous findings. This allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1427

ATS No.: RV-84-A-088

Characterization

The alleger states that the NRC permitted the postponement of approximately a
year PG8E's compliance with some 6000 licensing commitments.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Licensing commitments must be addressed in a timely manner to ensure the safe
operation of th'e plant.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

This allegation is based on a NRC staff meeting with PG8E on July 2, 1984 at
which the alleger was present. A verbatim transcript of this meeting was made.
The subject of discussion was a computerized management data base listing of
quality commitments which allows PG8E to demonstrate continuing conformance
with NRC requirements during gA audits. This data base consists of some 6000
commitments which were being tracked. The discussion did not relate to "open
items."

Staff Position

The staff considers this allegation to be 'a misunderstanding which was clarified
during the meeting. The 6000 items being tracked are PG8E commitments made

during the course of the design. None of these commitments constitute an open
item. This allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1472

ATS No.: RV-84-A-096

Characterization

Use of FLUD computer code for subcompartment analyses at the Diablo Canyon
Plant is inappropriate. (Allegation 222 is the same, and Allegation 1545,
1687, 1688 and 1689 are related).

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

See Allegation 222.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See Allegation 222.

Staff Position

See Allegation 222.

A~iR i d

None.
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Task: A11e9ation or Concern No. 1479

ATS No: RV-84-A-107

Characterization

Hazardous substances and radioactive materials were being disposed in ponds at
the Diablo Canyon site. One of these ponds had cracks.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The uncontrolled release of nonradioactive hazardous substances and
unmonitored radioactive materials could affect the health of the public.
Additionally, if cracks developed in a pond structure which performs a

safety-related function, this function could be impaired.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report 50-275/84-37 (Appendix B to this SSER), the
staff determined this allegation involved no issues of safety or management
significance.

4

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai i d

None.
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Task: A'llegatlon or Concern No. 1485

ATS No: RV-84-A-113

Characterization

Unistrut and Thunderbird clamps used to support hydrogen gas tubing do not
provide adequate support.

Im lied Significance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Inadequately supported hydrogen lines wouid present a potential fire hazard if
the lack of support resulted in line rupture under conditions that imposed
abnormal loads on the tubing (e.g. turbine trip).
Assessment oF Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-35 and 50-323/85-33
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R i d

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 1486

ATS No: RV-84-A-113

Characterization

An individual questions the acceptability of capped off lines coming from the
reactor vessel support pads.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Capped lines could be indicative of incomplete construction work.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1490

ATS No.: RV-84-A-113

Characterization

The use of beam clamps will not provide sufficient support for 8-inch diameter
fire protection water supply piping. (Allegation 1513 through 1518 also relate
to fire protection)

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

If the clamps should fail, the water supply to fire protection systems potentially
could be interrupted. As a result the plant would not have an effective means
of suppressing potential fires. In addition, the resulting collapse of the pip-
ing might damage safety-related equipment and prevent the plant from being safely
shut down.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The fire protection water supply piping at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
was designed and installed so as to conform with the applicable provisions of
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 'Standards Nos. 13 and 14. PG8E

has confirmed that the support of 8-inch diameter fire protection water piping
conforms with the requirements of the National Fire Protection Association.

Staff Position

During original staff review of the fire protection water supply piping, the
staff expressed concern as stated in SSER-8 (November 6, 1978) that PGEE had
not demonstrated that failure of the non-seismic portions of the fire protec-
tion system will not prevent the plant from being safely shut down. In re-
sponse to the staff concern PG8E committed, in a letter dated November 13,
1978, to seismically support non-seismic fire protection equipment in safety-
related areas so that this equipment will remain in place after an earthquake.
As stated in SSER-9 (June 1980) the staff found acceptable this remedial action
as satisfying the concern.

In the event of a fire after an earthquake, the licensee will rely on the seis-
mically qualified fire hose reel system for fire suppression. The fire hose
reel system is supplied with water from a seismically qualified firewater stor-
age tank and by seismically qualified fire pumps powered from the emergency
electrical buses. The hose reel stations are located so as to ensure adequate
coverage of all areas of the plant containing safety-related equipment. As
discussed in SSER-8 the staff, found this system acceptable.
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As part of its evaluation of the Diablo Canyon Fire Protection Program, the staff
evaluated the water supply piping for conformance with the requirements of NFPA
Standards Nos. 13 and 14. Based on i'ts evaluation. which included an on-site
audit, the staff concluded in SSER-9 that the design of the water supply pipingis acceptable. This allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired
tl

-None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1493

ATS No: RV-84-A-114

Characterization

Pullman used pipe welding procedures on structural steel. When the problem
was identified, Pullman wrote a memo which revised the ESD to legalize the
existing practice.

Im lied Siqnificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Welds made utilizing the wrong weld procedure might not be capable of
sustaining the design load.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-35 and 50-323/85-33
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1505 and 1506

ATS No.: RV-84-A-114

Characterization

Allegations 1505 and 1506 concern the safety of 8 one-ton cylinders of chlorine
stored onsite with respect to sabotage and storm driven wave damage. The
allegations state that damage to the cylinders is a threat to the safe shut-
down of the facility as well as to residents living downwind of the Diablo
Canyon facility.
Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The Diablo Canyon reactor control room ventilation system is designed to detect
chlorine gas and to isolate to preclude any danger to the safe operation of the
facility. In the event of a chlorine gas release from the damaged tank(s)
other employees onsite would need to be evacuated, as has been done at other
reactor facilities as well as chemical plants when chlorine is accidentally
released.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The NRC staff has evaluated the potential and consequences of damage of the
chlorine gas cylinders due to storm waves and postulated sabotage.

The 8 one-ton chlorine cylinders are stored in an essentially open concrete
structure at an elevation of 20 feet above mean seal level (MSL), on an open
grating behind the front sea wall. In the event of a severe storm, they would
be susceptible to damage from flooding, or .splash runup. The closest air intake
for the control room is about 1200 feet (366 meter) from the chlorine tanks at
an elevation of 200 feet (61 meter) MSL.

At low wind velocities a release of chlorine gas from the tanks, which is
approximately twice the density of air, would tend to flow to lower elevations
toward the surface of the ocean, and away from the control room for the Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Plant. The shoreline in the vicinity of the plant is rough and
precipitous, and the land below the mean high water line can only be occupied
with great difficulty. .The irregular coastline consists of numerous coves
which will tend to cause additional diffusion not included in the following
chlorine release analysis. Review of U.S. Geological Survey topographical
maps of the Diablo Canyon area indicates steep hills rising to over 1000 feet
in the vicinity of the plant site. These hills will reduce the dispersion of
the dense gas in a landward direction. In addition, there are no highly trav-
eled highways or r'esidential areas within several miles of the plant site. Any
gas which would blow over land under high wind velocity (storm) conditions would
not adversely affect members of the general public. The closest residence is
1-3/4 miles (2815 meters) north-northwest of the site, and located at an eleva-
ti'on of about 350 feet MSL. This location is about 1/2 mile inland with respect
to the coastline. Mind data from onsite measurements indicate the prevailing
wind is from the northwest and west-northwest directions. Therefore, normally
a chlorine release from the site would not reach this inhabited area.
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The nearest community is Avila Beach approximately 8 miles (12.8 kilometers)
downwind from the reactor site in the prevailing wind direction. Under storm
conditions in which wave acti.on would reach the elevation of the chlorine tanks,
the wind velocity would be in the neighborhood of 42 miles per hour (19 meters
per second). The Pasquill diffus'ion condition classification under this, storm
situation would be "Class D". Using these meteorological parameters, the con-
centration of chlor'ine at the 800 meter plant exclusion area boundary downwind
would range from 8.7" to 1.0 ppm for 20 minutes for the airborne release of one
ton of chlorine. At the closest residence, the concentration would range from
1.4 to 1.0 ppm for 50 seconds. These estimates are conservative in that splash-
ing and potential submerging of the tanks under sea water would tend to absorb
the chlorine and reduce the fraction released to the atmosphere.

In more stable meteorological conditions, and a low wind velocity, a rupture
of a chlorine tank would release the heavier-than-air gas at the 20 feet ele-
vation. This gas would tend to drop 'to the elevation of the water level and
flow along the coastline, becoming less concentrated as the distance increases.
Calculations by the staff for Pasquill "Class G", a wind velocity of 1 meter
per second, and a meander factor of 6 indicate that the chlorine plume concen-
tration at the 800 meter exclusion area distance would exceed 25 ppm for
30 mi nutes. At the closest residence, the concentration would be above 25 ppmfor about 3 minutes. Due to the prevailing wind and topography, this is a con-
servative value. The gas would be undetectable at Avila Beach.

The staff finds that there is a potential that the chlorine tanks could become
dislodged from their supports and be damaged as a result of heavy wave action
with a subsequent release of chlorine into the open environment. However, the
associated meteorological conditions would be extremely unstable, different from
those discussed above, and would result in the immediate dispersion of any chlo-
rine released;

In accordance with the plant emergency procedures emergency breathing equipment
and protective clothing are located at the intake structure for the safe evacua-
tion of personnel. The emergency procedures also require alerting of plant per-
sonnel in potentially affected areas and of the onsite emergency response organi-
zation. In addition, public agencies offsite must be notified and provided with
an assessment in the event of a chlorine release.

In regard to a chlorine release as a result of sabotage, the NRC security re-
gulations as stated in 10 CFR 73.55 do not provide for the application of
special protective measures to equipment that is not required for the safe
operation or shutdown of the reactor. If sabotage actions against non-safety
related equipment or material could result in a site hazard, not possible
through accidents or environmental conditions for which a plant already pro-
vides protection, then certain additional precautions might be necessary.

"The NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards published by the UPS. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Melfare and the U.S. Department of Labor states
that the permissible exposure limit for chlorine is 1 ppm. The "Immediately
Dangerous to Life or Health" (IDLH) level for chlorine is 25 ppm.
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During its review and evaluation of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) the
staff examined the matter of accidental release of chlorine gas from the onsite
sources and concluded that the chlorine protective devices and the provisions
for control room habitability were acceptable (SER, October 1974 and SSER-9,
June 1980). Since there is no difference in this instance between the effects
from an accidental or sabotage induced release, the protective measures as dis-
cussed above are correspondingly acceptable for either event.

Staff Position

The Diablo Canyon facility was evaluated by the NRC staff during the operating
license review for the consequences of a chlorine tank failure. The control
room has chlorine gas detectors in the air intake to detect and isolate in the
event of a chlorine release, and the control room operators have access to
self-contained breathing apparatus. In view of these provisions, the control
room meets the NRC General Design Criterion 19. Hence, if chlorine is released,
either by natural forces, industrial accidents, or by willful acts of man, the
reactor control room is protected from this toxic gas. The staff has evaluated
the concentrations of chlorine gas offsite for both stable and unstable meteoro-
logical conditions. Calculations based on conservative assumptions and stable
meteorological conditions indicate that for a postulated release the chlorine
concentration could exceed the 25 ppm IDLH level for 30 minutes at the 800 meter
exclusion area boundary and for 3 minutes at the 2815 meters distance to the
closest residence. Damage of the cylinders and subsequent release of chlorine
due to heavy wave activity would be associated with extremely unstable meteoro-
logical conditions resulting in the immediate dispersion of the gas. Appropriate
emergency procedures for protection of plant personnel and notification of off-
site agencies are in place. Based on its evaluation of these allegations, in-
cluding discussions with PG8E, the staff concludes that these allegations are
resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1513

ATS No.: RV.-84-A-114

Char aeter ization

Water flow tests have not been conducted on the fire protection water
distribution system.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

If water flow tests were not conducted on the fire protection water distribution
system there would not be reasonable assurance that the underground fire water
mains are free of obstruction or that the distribution system is capable of
supplying the required quantity of water at sufficient pressure to supply sprink-
ler systems and fire hose stations. Allegations 1514 through 1518 also relate
to the subject of fire protection.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

By letter dated February 22, 1985, (DCL-85-075) the licensee confirmed that
fire protection water flow tests are conducted at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant in conjunction with system acceptance testing and as part of plant
surveillance testing in accordance with the Technical Specifications. In addi-
tion, fire water flow tests of the type referred to in the allegation are con-
ducted as part of Surveillance Test Procedure (STP) M-71. These tests conform
to the guidance presented in the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Handbook, 14th edition and NFPA Standard No. 13.

Staff Position

The NRC Branch Technical Position APCSB 9. 5. 1, Sections C. 2 and C. 3 of Appendix A,
establishes that NFPA Standards Nos. 13, 14, 20, and 24 should be used in the
design, installation and testing of fire protection water supply systems, sprinkler
systems, and standpipe and hose systems. In Supplement Nos. 8 and 9 to the
Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report (SER), the NRC staff concluded that these
systems conform to the NRC fire protection guidelines and were, therefore
acceptable. The staff also ha's approved .the Diablo Canyon Technical Specifica-
tions concerning testing of fire protection systems. The staff, therefore,
concludes that on the bases of its original safety evaluation and the approved
Technical Specifications, the fire protection water distribution systems have
been and are being tested in .a satisfactory manner. This allegation is resolved.
(See also at Allegations 1516, 1517 and 1518).

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1514 and 1515

ATS No.: RV-84-A-114

Characterization

The water storage capacity for fire protection is inadequate and the water
distributi,on piping for standpipe outlets is not large enough to accommodate
the quantity of water required for fire fighting. The municipal supply cannot
be relied on in case of an earthquake.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

If the water storage capacity or pipe sizes were inadequate or unreliable, a
sufficient quantity of water may not be available to suppress a fire, if one
should occur. Allegation 1513 and 1516 through 1518 also relate to the subject
of fire protection.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

By letter dated February 22, 1985 (DCL-85-075), the licensee confirmed that the
water supply for fire fighting includes a 4.5 million gallon reservoir and a
300,000 gallon fire water tank. This supply exceeds the guidelines contained
in Appendix A of the NRC Branch Technical Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1. The
300,000 gallon fire water tank, the two 1500 gpm fire pumps and the distribution
piping have been seismically qualified. Therefore, in the event of a seismic
event with concurrent plant fire(s) this seismically qualified system would be
available to supply hose lines off of the plant standpipe system and fire
hydrants. The staff evaluation of the acceptability of this system can be
found in Supplements Nos. 8 and 9 of the Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report.

Contrary to what is stated in the allegation, the municipal water system is not
interconnected with the plant fire .water distribution system. - Damage to the
municipal water system during a seismic event would therefore have no adverse
effect on the ability to fight fires at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

With regard to the size of the fire protection piping, PGKE confirmed in the
February 22, 1985 letter that the size of the water supply pipes to the stand-
pipe and hose stations meets or exceeds the requirements of National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) Standard No. 14.

Staff Position

The staff has reviewed the information supplied by PG8E pertaining to these
allegations and conclude that this information confirms that the fire water
distribution system conforms with the staff fire protection guidelines as
delineated in Appendix A to BTP APCSB.
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The Staff Positions for Allegation 1513 and Allegations 1516, 1517 and 1518
also relate to Allegations 1514 and 1515.

A~iR R d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1516, 1517, 1518

ATS No.: RV-84-A-114

Characterization:

The fire water distribution system piping is not designed and installed in
accordance with NFPA Standard No. 13 with regard to pipe supports and
clearances between piping and concrete penetrations.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction and 0 eration

If the fire water piping is not designed in accordance with NFPA Standard No. 13,
the piping may be rendered inoperable due to support failure or stresses pro-
duced by building movement. Allegations 1513 through 1515 also relate to the
subject of fire protection.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

By letter dated April 9, 1985, (DCL-85-144) PG8E confirmed that certain fire
protection piping is supported in accordance with ANSI Standard B.31.1 and the
Hosgri Seismic Criteria. PG8E has concluded that, on the basis of a comparative
analysis, these criteria meet or exceed the requirements of National Fire Pro-
tection Association (NFPA) Standards Nos. 13 and 14. The remaining fire protec-
tion piping supports have been designed in accordance with the requirements of
NFPA 13. PGEE has conducted a walkdown of the piping to confirm that these
requirements have been met.

Mith regard to the clearances between piping and concrete at penetrations, PG8E
has conducted a pipe stress analysi's to verify the integrity of the piping.
This is in accordance with Section 1-2 of NFPA Standard No. 13. On the basis
of this analysis, PGEE has concluded that the recommended clearances are not
necessary.

Staff Position

The NRC Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1, Sections C.2 and C.3 of Appendix A,
establishes that NFPA Standards Nos. 13, 14, 20, and 24 should be used in the
design and installation of fire protection water supply systems, sprinkler
systems, and standpipe and hose systems.

The staff has reviewed the fire protection program and fire hazards analysis
submitted by PGKE. As part of the review, the staff visited the plant site to
examine the'elationship of safety-rel'ated components, systems, and structures
in specific plant areas to both combustible materials and to associated fire
detection and. suppression systems. The overall objective of the staff review
of the fire protection program was to ensure that, in the event of a fire at
the facility, the units would be able to safely shut-down and remain in a safe
shutdown condition. The staff review included an evaluation of the automatic
and manually operated water fire suppression systems. Based on its evaluation,
the staff concluded in Supplements Nos. 8 and 9 to the St'aff Safety Evaluation
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Report (SSER) that the sprinkler and standpipe systems conformed with the NRC

protection guidelines and are therefore, acceptable. These allegations are
resolved.

The staff positions for Allegations 1513 through 1515 also relate to these
Al 1 egati ons.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1523 and 1524

ATS No.: RV-84-A-114

Characterization

Several lines in the hydrogen gas system were supported by electrical conduit
clamps that are not designed for such purpose. PG8E'anagement would not take
corrective action on the problem of the inadequate support clamps on hydrogen
system lines.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Failure of supports for piping of the hydrogen gas system could potentially
lead to the failure of the piping itself and result in the release of hydrogen
into adjacent areas. This would be a fire hazard.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The hydrogen system is not a safety related system required for reactor protec-
tion, containment isolation or engineered safety features. Hydrogen is used at
Diablo Canyon for cooling. of the turbine generators and for the, purging and
initial fill of the volume control tank. In areas containing equipment requi'red
for safe shutdown the hydrogen system is enclosed in guard pipes and enclosures
such that if a release should occur the hydrogen is vented into areas not con-
taining equipment for safe shutdown.

Staff Position

At the request of -the staff PG8E provided information and addressed the concern
of Allegations 1523 and 1524 in a letter of April 9, 1984 (DCL-85-144). The
staff evaluated the concern and reviewed the information provided by PGKE in
an Allegation Board Meeting and concluded that PG8E adequately addressed the
technical issues and did take the appropriate action by conducting a walkdown
of the hydrogen system. It was determined that "unistrut" clamps were used on
two lines of one half inch size. PG8E determined that the clamp rating of
250 lbs. is more than adequate to accommodate anticipated load combinations.

The allegation also stated that a hydrogen fire occurred at the San Onofre
nuclear power plant which killed workers. The staff inquired from Southern
California Edison, the licensee for the San Onofre plant, regarding this alleged
event. The staff was informed that no such event and/or fatalities did occur.

The staff concludes that Allegation 1523 and 1524 'are resolved.

~Ai R

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1543

ATS No: RV-84-A-114

Characterization

An individual feels that PGImE made false statements that led to the resolution
of previous allegations regarding welder qualification test surveillance.
Specifically, the existence of welder qualification records referenced by a

J. P. Watson affidavit presented before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Board is questioned.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Lack of adequate welder qualification test records would impair the
traceability of weld quality for any welds made by welders lacking adequate
qualification records, invalidating the acceptance of these welds. As a

result, some of the accepted welds might fail under abnormal loading
conditions because they lack the structural strength assumed by the design.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1566 and 1567

ATS No: RV-84-A-115

Characterization

Welders worked without shielding gas flow meters and used incompatible meters.

Im lied Si nificance to Oesi n, Construction or 0 eration

Welds made without shielding gas'low rate information or inaccurate
information could possibly result in oxidized weldments, with lower mechanical
and physical properties of the base material, thus not meeting the original
design criteria.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-27 and 50-323/85-24
(Appendix 8 to this SSER), the staff determined these allegations involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

These allegations are resolved.

~Ai i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1647

ATS No.: RV-84-A-117

Characterization

The alleger states that the civil structures to which pipe supports are
attached may not be properly analyzed for torsional loads.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The civil structures should be designed to account for all applied and induced
secondary loads. Failure to do so could overstress the members and prevent
them from performing their intended function.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The staff has evaluated this concern as part of its structure audit process.
The subject of torsion in structural members in the containment annulus struc-
ture is addressed in SSER-29 (March 1985), Sections 4.2.6 and 4.2.8. The staff,
as a result of its audits requested additional information which was provided
by PG8E in a letter of January 18, 1985 (DCL-85-017), including procedures used
to evaluate the pipe support'eaction loads. PG8E also addressed the concern
raised in the allegation in letters of January 11 and 29, 1985 (DCL-85-010 'and
DCL-85-026).

Staff Position

Based on its evaluation of the allegation, previous staff evaluations on the
same subject and its review of information provided by PG8E, the staff concludes
that the subject of torsion in civil structures has been adequately addressed.
This allegation is resolved.

Action. Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1649 and 1654

ATS No: RV-84-A-122

Characterization

Promatec installation of seals in crane wall (inside containment) and
auxiliary building penetrations was not satisfactory since the seals are being
"faced off" with material which does not have traceability.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The subject penetration seals perform one or all of the following functions:
1) radiation shielding, 2) hydrostatic/air sealing and 3) fire barrier
sealing. Unsatisfactory penetration seals could result in increased personnel
radiation exposure or unanticipated damage to safety-related equipment (as a
result of fires or steam line breaks).

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-01 and 50-323/85-03; and
50-275/85-39 and 50-323/85-37 (Appendix B to 'this SSER), the staff determined
these allegations involved no issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

These allegations are r'esolved.

~di R i d

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 1650

ATS No: RV-84-A-122

Characterization

High density lead elastomer (HDLE) material, used in penetration seals (see
Allegation or Concern No. 1649), had material expiration dates which were
exceeded.

Im lied Siqnificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Same as Allegation or Concern No. 1649.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-01 and 50-323/85-03
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di II I d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1651

ATS No: RV-84-A-122

Characterization

Catalist and accelerator materials, used in penetration seals (see Allegation
or Concern No. 1649), were used onsite even though this material had passed
its expiration date.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Same as Allegation or Concern No. 1649.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-01 and 50-323/85-03
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~di d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1652 and 1653

ATS No: RV-84-A-122

Characterization

Installation, inspection and testing of seals in crane wall (inside
containment) and auxiliary building penetrations were performed by personnel
who were not properly trained. Indoctrination records were falsified.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Same as Allegation or Concern No. 1649.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As described in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-08 and 50-323/85-09
(Appendix B to this SSER), the licensee held additional conversations with the
concerned individual in response to a Hot-Line concern, as documented in
guality Concern Summary Report-110. The individual indicated that he did not
intend to imply that training records were falsified but that training of
Promatec installation, inspection and testing personnel was not adequate.

The licensee's findings from their review of the individual's concern
concurred that further onsite training and indoctrination of Promatec craft
personnel was necessary. Accordingly, all Promatec personnel were directed to
attend gA orientation classes. Additionally, specific instruction in
procedures, regulations, methods, responsibilities, and personnel interfacing,
as applicable, was provided to Promatec personnel. The staff reviewed records
to verify adequate attendance at this training.

The licensee's review also determined that Promatec gC personnel were well
trained and knowledgeable. The staff established, from a review of the
Promatec procedures, that gC hold points were required to be implemented. The
staff determined the licensee verified gC hold point inspections had been
performed as specifie4 in the seal installation process. Therefore, assurance
is provided that previously installed penetration seals were satisfactory.

Staff Position

These allegations are resolved.

~Ai i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1656

ATS No: RV-84-A-122

Characterization

See Allegation 1649.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

See Allegation 1649.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See Allegation 1649.
\

Staff Position

See Allegation 1649.

~Ai R d d

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 1664

ATS No: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

See Allegation 1673 through 1677.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction, or 0 eration

See Allegation 1673 through 1677.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See Allegation 1673 through 1677.

Staff Position

See Allegation 1673 through 1677.

~Ai R d d

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern Nos. 1665, 1666 and 1667

ATS No: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

1665 - Pullman s Vendor equality system audit program for Cardinal is in
nonconformance to ASME Section III, NCA-3820,da, b, and c (1980 Edition) and

10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria VII - Control of Purchased Material, Equipment,
and Services.

1666 - Cardinal appeared to not have a quality system program covering heat
treating of material during 1981.

1667 - Pullman Power Products'endor equality system audit of Cardinal did not
address heat treating of material as required.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Incorrect or nonexistent heat treatment of Cardinal material purchased for the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant may result in the quality of the material to be

indeterminate, thus resulting in an inability of safety systems to perform
their intended safety functions.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-16, 50-323/85-16,
50-275/85-39 and 50-323/85-37 (Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined
these allegations involved no issues of safety or management significance as
Cardinal did not heat treat material but, rather, contracted for this service.

A

Staff Position

Th'ese allegations are resolved.

~Ai d d

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 1668

ATS No: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

See Allegations 1673 through 1677.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction,.or 0 eration

See Allegations 1673 through 1677.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See Allegations 1673 through 1677.

Staff Position

See Allegations 1673 through 1677.

A~ti II I d

None.
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Task: Alle9ation or Concern Nos. 1669, 1670, 1671, and 1672

ATS No: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

1669 - Pullman s 1981 audit of Cardinal did not audit major portions of the
quality system program, as required.

1670 - Pullman s 1981 audit of Cardinal did not audit to see if nondestructive
examinations (NDE) were performed in accordance with approved procedures.

1671 - Pullman's Vendor guality System Audit failed to check Cardinal
employees who performed functions within the scope of ASME Section III to
determine if they were qualified to perform their duties in 1981.

1672 - Pullman's Vendor guality System Audit did not contain a listing, and no

audit was performed, to determine if the person or department responsible for
defining and implementing the overall effectiveness of the quality program
reported regularly on the effectiveness of the program.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

The overall effectiveness of the quality assur ance program needs to be
reported to ensure material, procedural, and operational requirements are met
on a continuing basis.

Cardinal employees who perform functions within the scope of ASME Section III,
should be qualified to perform those functions. NDEs need to be performed in
accordance with approved procedures.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-16 and 50-323/85-16
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined these allegations involved no
issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

These allegations are resolved.

~Atd R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1664, 1668, 1673, 1674, 1675, 1676 and
1677

ATS No: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

1664 - Cardinal materials quality is indeterminate for material purchased
prior to January 9, 1984.

1668 - PGIEE conveniently ignored findings on Cardinal's gA program until well
after any licensing impact.

1673 - PGIIE gA instructions do not specifically provide for a system of
identification, documentation and segregation of all Cardinal materials
previously purchased and installed by Pullman in the plant. This practice
does not conform to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria XV and XVI.

1674 - Failure by PGIEE/Pullman's DR¹9173 to address/identify, document and
segregate all Cardinal materials previously purchased and installed by Pullman
in the plant is a significant condition adverse to quality.

1675 - PG&E does not provide a system of identification, documentation and
segregation of Cardinal materials previously purchased and installed by
Pullman in the plant. This represents nonconformance to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criteria XV and XVI.

1676 - Pullman DR¹9173 only provides for a system of identification and
documentation for material, manufactured by Cardinal, which was in Pullman's
warehouse/storage areas.

1677 - Pullman Power Products'iscrepancy Report ¹9173 (12-21-84) does not
provide f'r a system of identification, documentation, segregation and
disposition of Cardinal materials previously purchased and installed by
Pullman in both units of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant. This is a
nonconformance to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria XV - Nonconforming Materials,
Parts or Components and Criteria XVI - Corrective Action.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Pullman has purchased and installed Cardinal bolts and fasteners at the Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Plant since 1977. Since Cardinal's past guality Assurance
Program has been identified by the NRC and PGINE to have significant
deficiencies making the quality of their material indeterminate, this material
could result in an inability of safety systems to perform their intended
safety functions.
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Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-16, 50-323/85-16,
50-275/85-39 and 50-323/85-37 (Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined
the allegations involved no issues of safety or management significance.

Staff Position

These allegations are resolved.

~Ai d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1684

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

Modifications were made to Unit 1 pipe supports without assessing the impact
from prior modifications on the same pipe support.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Modifications to pipe supports which did not receive engineering review and
approval, potentially could result in supports not capable of performing their
intended function.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

Mhen modifications were to be made to pipe supports a draftsman would receive
instructions to prepare a revision to the support drawing. It would occasion-
ally happen that a draftsman would receive instructions to make an additional
revision to the same support drawing before the as-built dimensions of a pre-
vious revision were incorporated. Procedures required that after support draw-
ings were revised to incorporate as-built dimensions, the drawing be forwarded
to PGLE for as-built engineering approval. If more than one modification was
made to a support at approximately the same time, each drawing revision would
not receive separate engineering approval. However, no matter how many modifi-
cations were made, the impacts from all such modifications would be assessed
prior to approval of the final a'-built drawing by PGRE.

Staff Position

PG8E provided its evaluation of the concern expressed in this allegation in a
letter dated June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212). During its evaluation of the PG8E

piping and pipe support effort in 1984 for Unit 1 the staff also evaluated the
PG8E program to review,and approve final pipe support configurations and docu-
mentation. This program was found acceptable as described in SSER-25 (July
1984). The results of th'e staff effort for a similar. program for Unit 2 are
documented in SSER-30 (April 1985). Based on its evaluation of the allegation
and consideration of the ear lier evaluation related to the subject the staff
concl.udes that this issue is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1685

ATS No.: RV"85-A"999

Characterization

Isometric drawings were used as the primary vehicle for engineering review 'and
analyses but did not reflect all the changes recorded on as-built drawings.

Im lied Si'ificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Engineering review which did not consider the actual as-built configurations
could result in unsafe plant hardware.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The first step in the overall review and approval process for piping isometric
drawings involved completion and as-built acceptance of all supports affecting
a given isometric drawing. This acceptance included the support itself and all
supporting documentation for each support. The next step consisted of taking
the isometric drawing into the field and walking down the whole system to verify
that the isometric accurately reflected as-built conditions and to correct for
oversights and errors. This walkdown isometric was then submitted for PGSE

approval. Final engineering review of the piping system was based upon
isometric drawings that reflected actual as-built conditions.

Staff Position

PGKE provided its evaluation of the concern expressed in this allegation in a
letter dated June 13, 1985. The staff considered these aspects during its
evaluation of the PG8E piping and pipe support effort for Unit 1 and Unit 2 as
discuss'ed in SSER-25 (July 1984) and SSER-30 (April 1985) respectively. Based
on its review of the allegation, its evaluation of the PG8E response and its
earlier evaluations, the staff concludes that this allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None'.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1687, 1688 and 1689

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

The alleger states that the FLUD computer model used by PG&E to establish
environments in subcompartments following postulated high energy pipe breaks
outside containment may have an error in the time step which could cause an
HVAC engineer to significantly underdesign a ventilation system for the environ-
ment resulting from an actual pipe break. This may result in an HVAC system
failure which,could result in failure of instrumentation and control equipment.
Related allegations are Allegations 222, 1472, and 1545.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Incorrectly defined pressure/temperature profiles for various subcompartments
could mean that safety related equipment designed to function in these environ-
ments or to assure function of other essential equipment 'in them could not do
so. If the newly determin'ed environments were significantly different from
those previously defined, safety-related equipment would require redesign or
requalification.

Assessment of Safet Si ni.ficance

The staff previously has reviewed and evaluated the PG&E program, including use
of the FLUD computer code, for establishing equipment qualification envelops as
part of its review and evaluation of the Independent Design Verification Program
(IDVP) for Diablo Canyon Unit 1. The results are presented in SSER-18 (August
1983). That evaluation included an independent calculation of the pressure/
temperature profile for selected subcompartments outside containment utilizing
the COBREE computer code. PG&E addressed the allegations in a letter of June 13,
1985 (DCL-85-212). The COBREE model is based on the state-of-the-art methodo-
logies for analyses for this type and has been benchmarked against actual test
results to confirm its accuracy; The results of this comparison showed good
correlation between the-FLUD and COBREE calculated room pressures and
temperatures.

Staff Position

On the basis of the above, the s'taff concludes that PG&E has utilized an
acceptable methodology for determining subcompartment environments resulting
from postulated pipe breaks outside containment. Therefore, the concerns ex-
pressed in these allegations do not alter the staff's earlier conclusion regard-
ing the safety of the plant in this regard. These allegations are resolved.

~di R d d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1691

ATS NO.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

Engineering calculations by off-site consultant(s) contained an unacceptable
high rate of mistakes because of heavy emphasis on production quotas.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Errors or mistakes in engineering calculations may lead to an underestimation
of stresses and exceedance of stress allowables, and an underestimation of
pipe support loads. Allegation 1702 is related to this concern.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The quality of piping analyses performed by off-site consultants was evaluated
by the Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP). This effort was reviewed
by an NRC Task Group, in response to concerns raised by an NRC inspector. The
IDVP evaluation by the off-site consultant's work and the type of errors found
in this work, was accepted by the NRC Task Group as described in SSER-25 (July
1984), Appendix A, Section 8. No unacceptable high rate of mistakes was found.
PG&E responded to this allegation in a letter of June 13,. 1985 (DCL-85-212).

Staff Position

Based on the staff evaluation of this allegation and the staff evaluation pre-
sented in SSER-25 the staff concludes that this allegation is resolved. (See
also at A'llegation 1702 in this report).

'A~iR i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1692

ATS No RV-85-A-999

Characterization

A wrong formula was used for calculating stresses in welds attaching baseplates
to structural steel when subjected to torsional or twisting loads.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Miscalculation of weld stresses could result in overstressing of'elds beyond
code limits and possible weld failure.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The safety evaluation of welds in general was addressed previously in SSER-28
in the resolution of Allegation 1644. PG8E addressed this concern in a letter
of June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212). This letter supports the findings of prior staff
audits performed in the resolution of the Unit 1 License Condition 2.C.(11),
Item 1, as documented in SSER-25.

Staff Position

Based on its evaluation of the allegation and consideration of previous staff
evaluations the staff concludes that the allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1693

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

In using the STRUDL computer program there was much confusion regarding the
orientation of the principal axis of beam elements.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Specification of the incorrect orientation of principal axes in the structural
analysis may lead to underestimation of the bending stresses.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

This issue was reviewed and assessed by an NRC Review Group during audits at
PG8E offices and at the Di'ablo Canyon site. In response to staff concerns PG8E

issued Instruction I-58, Rev. 0, "Instruction for Determining the Angle BETA,"
dated Nay 5, 1984. PGLE addressed the concern of this allegation in a letter
of June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212).

Staff Position

The staff has evaluated Instruction I-58, Rev. 0, and its implementation during
its review of small bore computer calculations with respect to the Unit 1 Li-
cense Condition 2.C.(ll), Item 1. This has been found acceptable and is described
in SSER-25 (July 1984), Appendix A, Section 1. Based on its evaluation as doc-
umented in SSER-25 and based on its review of the information provided by PG8E

the staff concludes that this allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1694, 1695 and 1696

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

These three allegations state that the STRUDL computer program was improperly
applied in the design of pipe supports and baseplates, despite knowledge

of'naccuraciesin the program.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The load carrying capacity of pipe supports may have been overestimated leading
to high piping stresses.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

Safety issues related to the quality and application of the STRUDL computer
program in the design of pipe supports were evaluated by the staff during its
effort on piping and pipe supports in 1984 with respect to the requirements of
the Unit 1 License Condition 2.C.(ll), Items 1 and 7.

Staff Position

The resolution of the issues raised in the three allegations is addressed
implicitly in SSER-25 (July 1984), Sections 1 and 7. In addition, PG&E addressed
these concerns further in a letter dated June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212). Based on
its evalution of these alleg'ations, its previous evaluation of the matter as
reported in SSER-25, and the additional information provide'd by PG&E the staff
concludes that these allegations are resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1697

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

The use of Hilti expansion concrete anchors in areas subjected to vibratory or
shock loads is inappropriate.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Supports of piping which are anchored to concrete with expansions anchors may
fail under normal operating vibratory loading or under seismically induced
vibratory loading.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The allegation is based on Research Report No. 2156 of the International Congress
of Building Officials. Some of the results of this report pertaining to cyclic
loading of Hilti expansion concrete anchors were described in the. paper "Strength
of Concrete Expansion Anchors for Pipe Supports," ASHE PVP40, 1980. PG5E ad-
dressed the concern- raised in the allegation in a letter dated June 13, 1985
(DCL-85-212). The NRC requirements for the use of expansion concrete anchors
under static, seismic and cyclic loading are stated in IE Bulletin 79-02, issued
in 1979. PG8E responded to the Bulletin by letters dated June ll, 1982;
February 18, 1983; and February 4, 1985 (DCL-85-050).

Staff Position

Research Report No. 2156 cited in the allegation states that anchors may be
used under vibratory or shock loads if their adequacy is determined by tests.
This adequacy is demonstrated in the references cited above. The staff has
ev'aluated the allegation with respect to the NRC requirements and taking into
consideration the information provided in the cited references. The staff has
concluded that there is no basis for this allegation. This allegation is
resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1698

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

The M-9 design guide mistakenly permits stress allowables which are higher than
yield, for supports designed on an elastic basis.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

The load carrying capacity of pipe supports may be overestimated 'leading to
high piping stresses.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The staff has reviewed the relevant section of the PGIEE Design Criteria Memo-
randum No. 9 (DCM-9), "Guidelines for Design of Class I Pipe Supports," Rev. 10
and ll, and the response by PG8E to this allegation in a letter of June 13,
1985 (DCL-85-212). DCM M-9 permits allowables which exceed yield, for faulted
conditions, for portions of supports which fall within the jurisdiction of the
ANSI B31.1 Piping Code. The basis for these allowables is the ASME B8PV Code,
Section III, Subsection NF. This code permits elastic analysis of components
and supports when stresses exceed yield under faulted conditions and prescribes
criteria for such analyses. The allowables in DCM-9 are based on these cri-
teria. PG8E has addressed the concern raised in the allegation in a letter
dated June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212).

Staff Position

The, staff has evaluated the allegation with respect to the requirements of
DCM-9 and the applicable codes, taking also into consideration the information
provided by PG8E. Based on the evaluation the staff concludes that there is
no basis for this allegation. This allegation is resolved.

R~li R

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1699

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

M-9 design guide errors could result in pipe supports being underdesigned to
only withstand 89 percent of the stresses from a Hosgri earthquake because of
incorrectly calculated allowable stresses.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Oesi n Construction or 0 eration

See Allegation 1698.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

See Allegation 1698.

Staff Position

The. allegation questions the stress allowable in bending under faulted condi-
tions for those members of pipe supports which fall within the ANSI B31. 1 juris-
diction. The yield stress is 89 percent of this allowable, or conversely, the
allowable stress in bending is 1. 12 times the yield stress which is equal to or
less than 0.70 times the ultimate stress. Performing an elastic analysis subject
to this allowable stress is acceptable in accordance with the ASME B8PV Code,
Section III. Based on its evaluation the staff concludes that the. allegation
is without a basis and is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1700 and 1701

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

Off-site consultants worked to uncontrolled documents on a generic basis.
There was considerable confusion by off-site consultants as to the Diablo
Canyon Project Office (DCPO) standards for acceptable calculations. A similar
concern was raised as Allegation 896.

Im li'ed Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Piping and pipe supports may have been designed to incorrect criteria or by
incorrect methodology.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

In early 1984 as part of its piping and pipe support evaluation for Diablo
Canyon Unit 1 the staff inspected PG8E practices for the control of PGLE
doucments used by contractors in the design. The re'suits are documented in
the NRC Inspection Report No. 050-275/84-08, dated July 23, 1984. PG8E
addressed those allegations in a letter dated June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212).

Staff Position

Based on the NRC inspection report and the responses by PG8E, the staff has
determined that there is no basis to these allegations and they are resolved.
A similar concern is addressed under Allegation 896.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1702

ATS No.: RV-84-A-999

Characterization

Calculation packages had quotas imposed on the number of packages processed
daily by personnel at off-site consultant(s) that could have overridden quality
concerns. A similar concern was raised at Allegation 1691.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Excessive production press'ure in the form of unreasonably high quotas for per-
forming calculations can impact the quality of the calculations, potentially
resulting in incorrect results.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The quality concern raised in Allegation 1702 is addressed at Allegation 1691
in this report. PGKE addressed the matter of production pressure and quotas in
a letter of June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212).

Staff Position
ll

As stated at Allegation 1691 in this report and as reported in SSER-25 the
staff has reviewed the quality aspects of piping analyses performed by off-site
consultants. The staff also reviewed the PGEE response regarding production
pressure and quotas. At an Allegation Board Meeting on March 13, 1986 the
staff concluded that appropriate quality controls had been implemented prior
to the final PGKE approval of the calculations. The staff concludes this
allegation is resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation 'or Concern Nos. 1703, 1704 and 1705

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

The three allegations raise concerns regarding work performed by PG8E consul-
tants. Personnel at off-site consultants often assumed their responsibilities
for extended periods prior to receiving any quality assurance indoctrination.
equality assurance surveillance and auditing activities were inadequate. (See
also Allegations 1700 and 1701)

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Piping and pipe supports may have been designed to incorrect criteria or by
incorrect methodology.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The staff reviewed the responses by PGEE in the letter of June 13, 1985, and
the pertinent portions of the NRC investigation/inspection report "USNRC RV

Report No. 050-275/84-08," dated July 23, 1984. (See Allegations 1700 and
1701)

Staff Position

Based on the NRC inspection report and the responses by PGIIE, the staff has
determined that there is no basis to these allegations and they are resolved.
(See Allega'tions 1700 and 1701)

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1707

ATS No.: RV-85-A-999

Characterization

PG8E falsely stated that the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
has endorsed the analysis of Australian papers that appear to support the use
of structural steel angles.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n Construction or 0 eration

Allowable bending .loads of unbraced angle members,may have been overestimated,
or the allowable unbraced length of certain angle'members may have been ex-
ceeded for a given allowable stress level.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The staff reviewed the subject papers and has also contacted the AISC regard-
ing the specifications for angle members. In addition, the staff reviewed the
response of PGEE to this allegation in a letter of June 13, 1985 (DCL-85-212),
which states that publication in the AISC Journal amounts to a tacit endorsement.

Staff Position

The staff has been advised by the AISC that the relevant section of the AISC
Manual of Steel Construction is not applicable to bending of angle members.
The staff has reviewed the Australian technical papers and has found the rele-
vant portions with modifications acceptable. The, staff does not consider that
the material in these papers has been endorsed by the AISC merely by being pub-
lished in the AISC Journal. The staff does not consider the PG8E statement as
"false" but a different opinion with which the staff does not agree. From a
safety and licensing point of view this allegation is irrelevant, and is
resolved.

Action Re uired

None.
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Task: A11egation or Concern No. 1715

ATS No: RV-85-A-013

Characterization

Security personnel at Diablo Canyon were not themselves being properly
searched prior to being granted access to the main protected area.

Im lied Si nificance to Plant Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

If not properly searched, security personnel could bring unauthorized
contraband into the protected area which could be used to adversely impact
plant operations.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The concerned individual, interviewed on March 5, 1985, expressed concern that
security personnel were not themselves being properly searched prior to being
granted access to the protected area., He was aware of certain relief granted
to PGSE by the NRC in the interest of safety. That relief recognizes the
nature of security guards'uties and the fact that they are required to carry
a loaded weapon. The concerned individual had initially contended to the
resident inspector on February 28, 1985, that the licensee's practice went
beyond the allowed relief. This contention could not be substantiated despite
numerous observations at various times by different members of the inspection
team during a preoperational security inspection on March 4-15, 1985. The

specific limitations of the authorized relief and the results of the team's
observations were discussed with licensee management and separately with the
alleger on March 7, 1985 by the Safeguards Section Chief, M. D. Schuster.

Although no transgressions had been observed, the licensee indicated they
intended to prepare an instruction for the benefit of both security and
operations management which would clearly delineate the extent of the NRC

authorized relief.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R i d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern Nos. 1720 and 1721

ATS No: RV-85-A-046

Characterization

An alleger asserts that PGSE never thought about seeing if Hilti Kwik Bolts
were installed properly, and stated that he found bolts welded to the backside
of base plates. The alleger goes on to describe a situation on hanger 50-123R
wherein hanger 50-123R had anchor bolts that were not properly installed,
i .e., a stud with a bolt on either end of the base plate was installed with
concrete chipped out to allow for the bolt and stud on the bottom.- The
alleger also asserts that he found sabotage issues in this situation which
PGSE never addressed.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 erations

The allegation implies that improper installation techniques of anchor bolts
for base plates could result in hanger configurations that do not satisfy
design requirements for safety-related functions.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

The licensee had previously identified, in March of 1976, hanger anchor bolt
discrepancies. Region V was aware of the situation and followed the
licensee's resolution of the anchor bolting issue. The Region's involvement
was documented in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/76-14, 77-03, 77-11 and
50-323/76-05, 77-01,,77-03, 77-06, 77-08 and 77-11. In addition, NRC

Inspection Report No. 50-275/77-17 documents NRC findings related to a
situation wherein an alleger asserted that anchor bolts had been cut short or
omitted to avoid drilling rebar or resetting the hangers or racks. Further,
the NRC closely followed the licensee's actions to address the issues of IE
Bulletin 79-02 and documented the findings in NRC Inspection Report
No. 50-275/80-18.

The inspector reviewed the documentation on the hanger 50-123R construction in
addition to observing non-destructive examination of the bolt length to verify
embedment depth.

Initial construction of hanger 50-123R was accepted on August 6, 1976. The
first modification documented in the work package on the subject hanger showed
that a reinspection program on shell type anchors resulted in the installation
of two additional stud type anchors in accordance with Pullman Power Products
guality Assurance Instruction Number 98, Revision II. This work was completed
and accepted on July 19, 1977. The next modification was accepted on
August 17, 1979, and removed clamps for rupture restraint work, however, it
did not involve work on the anchors or studs. The next work, that was
completed on January 7, 1981, consisted of rupture restraint work and
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installation of leveling shims rather than nuts to respond to NRC Inspection
and Enforcement Bulletin 79-02. The last work package included chipping of
grout to inspect the stud type anchor. This inspection damaged the studs and
required replacement that was completed and accepted on April 14, 1983. This
review of construction documentation on this hanger showed that quality
related controls and verifications were performed as required. The review did
not disclose any evidence to indicate that any anchors or studs were ever
found improperly installed.

To provide added assurance that the studs were properly installed, the
inspector requested the licensee to perform ultrasonic (UT) measurements of
the stud lengths. The inspector observed these measurements on July 31, 1985.

~ The UT device was calibrated using a standard block and was also verified with
bolts similar to those installed in the hanger. The measurements showed that
the bolts were full length as specified by the installation requirements. The
UT device was then verified to still be calibrated with both the standard
block and the bolts that were similar to those installed on the hanger.

The staff concludes that the licensee had considered whether anchor bolts were
installed properly and had conducted significant verifications to provide such
assurance.

The work documentation for hanger 50-123R showed that all steps were complied
with in accordance with quality control and assurance procedures. While the
UT test did not verify that the anchor bolts were installed with an anchor or
shell, it did verify that the bolt lengths were as specified. Based on the
visual inspection and .UT tests, the staff believe that the bolts were properlyinstalled in anchors or shell. The staff concludes that there was no
indication of sabotage. The allegations were not substantiated.

Staff Position
'heseallegations are resolved.A~ii d

None.
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Task: Allegation or Concern No. 1726

ATS No: RV-85-A-0056

Characterization

Failure of an individual to follow established procedures entering a

Radiological Controlled Area (RCA) on May 7, 1985.

Im lied Si nificance to Desi n, Construction or 0 eration

Entering an RCA without adhering to the proper procedures could result in
unnecessary and uncontrolled radiation exposure to the individual and/or the
spread of radioactive contamination.

Assessment of Safet Si nificance

As discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/85-35 and 50-323/85-33
(Appendix B to this SSER), the staff determined this allegation to be an
isolated incident of minor safety significance, did not appear to be a willful
act, and prompt corrective action was taken by the licensee.

Staff Position

This allegation is resolved.

~Ai R i d

Hone.
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APPENDIX B

REGION V INSPECTION REPORTS

~Pa e

1. 50-275/84-37; 50-323/84-24~
letter, Region V to PG&E, dated November 21, 1984

Allegations: 1479

2. 50-275/85-01; 50-323/85"03%
letter Region V to PG&E, dated March 22, 1985

Allegations: 718, 1101, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1654

3.; 50-275/85-08; 50-323/85-09"
letter Region V to PG&E, dated April 24, 1985

Allegations: 152, 1652, 1653

4. 50-275/85-16; 50-323/85-16
letter Region V to PG&E, dated May 8, 1985

Allegations: 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669,
1670, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1674, 1675,
1676, 1677

5. 50-275/85-27; 50-323/85-24
letter, Region V to PG&E, dated July 19, 1985

Allegations: 169, 200, oui, 219, 378, 416,
624, 789, 883, 995, 1062, 1264,

1270, 1381, 1397, 1486, 1543, 1566,
1567

6. 50-275/85-33 50"323/85-3P
letter Region V to PG&E, dated November 18, 1985

Allegations: 1726

7. 50-275/85-35; 50-323/85-33~
letter Region V to PG&E, dated November 26, 1985

Allegations: 572, 993, 1009, 1399, 1485, 1493

B. 1-1

B. 2-1

B. 3-1

B. 4-1

B. 5-1

B. 6-1

B. 7-1

Enclosed Inspection Report includes only the allegation related matter.
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8. 50-275/85-39; 50-323/85-378
letter Region V to PG8E, dated January 7, 1986

Allegations: 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669,
1670, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1674, 1675,
1676, 1677

B, 8-1

Enclosed Inspection Report includes only the allegation related matter.
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